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Governor Director 

Peter Long 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION 
Division of Human Resource Management 
209 E. Musser Street, Suite 101 │ Carson City, Nevada 89701 
Phone: (775) 684-0150 │ http://hr.nv.gov │ Fax: (775) 684-0122 

PERSONNEL COMMISSION 

Meeting Notice 

DATE: Friday, September 7, 2018 

TIME: 9:00 a.m. 

LOCATION: Legislative Counsel Bureau 
401 S. Carson St. 
Room 3138 
Carson City, Nevada  89701 

Grant Sawyer Building 
555 E. Washington Ave. 
Room 4412 
Las Vegas, NV  89101 

The sites will be connected by videoconference. The public is invited to attend at either location. As video 
conferencing gives the Commission, staff and others flexibility to attend meetings in either Northern or 
Southern Nevada, handouts to the Commission on the day of the meeting might not be transmitted to the 
distant locations. 

Notice: The Personnel Commission may address agenda items out of sequence to accommodate persons 
appearing before the Commission or to aid the efficiency or effectiveness of the meeting at the 
Chair’s discretion. The Commission may combine two or more agenda items for consideration, 
and the Commission may remove an item from the agenda or delay discussion relating to an item 
on the agenda at any time. Comments will be limited to three minutes per person and persons 
making comment will be asked to begin by stating their name for the record and to spell their last 
name. The Commission Chair may elect to allow public comment on a specific agenda item when 
the item is being considered. 

Agenda 

I. Call To Order, Welcome, Roll Call, Announcements 

II. Public Comment: No vote or action may be taken upon a 
matter raised under this item of the agenda until the matter 
itself has been specifically included on an agenda as an item 
upon which action may be taken. (NRS 241.020) 

FOR POSSIBLE ACTION III. Approval of Minutes of Previous Meeting Dated June 8, 
2018 ................................................................................... 4-17 
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INFORMATIONAL ITEM IV. Department of Administration Hearings Division FY18 
Hearing Officer Performance Survey Results ............. 18-38 

FOR POSSIBLE ACTION V. Discussion and Approval of Proposed Regulations Changes 
to Nevada Administrative Code, Chapter 284............. 39-65 

A. LCB File No. R118-17 
Sec. 1. Amends Chapter 284 of NAC to add Sections 2 

and 3. 
Sec. 2. 

Sec. 3. 

NEW Report of suspension, revocation or 
cancellation of a professional or occupational 
license, certificate or permit or driver’s license. 
NEW Report of arrest, charge or conviction of 
an offense. 

Sec. 4. NAC 284.646 Dismissals. 
Sec. 5. 
Sec. 6. 

Sec. 7. 

NAC 284.650 Causes for disciplinary action. 
NAC 284.653 Driving under the influence; 
unlawful acts involving controlled substance. 
NAC 284.890 Transportation of employee to 
and from location of screening test. 

B. LCB File No. R063-18 
Sec. 1. 

Sec. 2. 

NEW Refusal to submit to a screening test: 
Reasons an applicant or employee shall be 
deemed to have refused a test; potential 
consequences of a refusal to submit to a 
screening test by an applicant. 
NAC 284.578 Leave of absence without pay. 

FOR POSSIBLE ACTION VI. Discussion and Approval of Proposed Class Specification 
Maintenance Review of Classes Recommended for 
Revision........................................................................... 66-68 

A. Mechanical & Construction Trades 
1. Subgroup: Semi-Skilled General Labor 

a. 9.490 Sign Fabricator 

FOR POSSIBLE ACTION VII. Discussion and Approval or Denial of Individual 
Classification Appeal ..................................................... 69-72 

Pauline Beigel, Administrative Services Officer II 
Department of Transportation 

VIII.  Report of Uncontested Classification Plan Changes Not 
Requiring Personnel Commission Approval per NRS 
284.160 ............................................................................ 73-77 
The following items were posted for at least 20 working days. 
No written objections were received by the Administrator 
before the end of the posting period therefore, the changes 
automatically went into effect. 

Posting #20-18 
7.758 Energy Programs Manager 

Posting: #21-18 
12.455 Rehabilitation Manager II 
12.409 Rehabilitation Manager I 
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Posting: #22-18 
1.405 Metrologist III 
1.403 Metrologist II 
1.402 Metrologist I 

Posting: #23-18 
12.501 Warden 

INFORMATIONAL ITEM IX. Update Regarding the Elimination of Written Exams…78-79 

X. Discussion and Announcement of Dates for Upcoming 
Meetings. Next Meeting Scheduled for December 7, 2018. 

XI. Commission Comments 

XII. Public Comment: No vote or action may be taken upon a 
matter raised under this item of the agenda until the matter 
itself has been specifically included on an agenda as an item 
upon which action may be taken. (NRS 241.020) 

XIII. Adjournment 

Supporting material for this meeting is available at the Division of Human Resource Management at 209 E. 
Musser Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada, 89701; 555 E. Washington Avenue, Suite 1400, Las Vegas, 
Nevada, 89101, or on our website http://hr.nv.gov/Boards/PersonnelCommission/Personnel_Commission_-
_Meetings/. To obtain a copy of the supporting material, you may contact Carrie Lee at (775) 684-0131 or 
carrie.lee@admin.nv.gov. 

Inquiries regarding the items scheduled for this Commission meeting may be made to Shelley Blotter at 
(775) 684-0105 or sblotter@admin.nv.gov. 

We are pleased to make reasonable accommodations for individuals who wish to attend this meeting. If 
special arrangements or audiovisual equipment are necessary, please notify the Division of Human 
Resource Management in writing at 209 E. Musser Street, Suite 101, Carson City, Nevada, 89701, no less 
than (5) five working days prior to the meeting. 

Persons who wish to receive notice of meetings must subscribe to the Division of Human Resource 
Management LISTSERV HR Memorandums which can be found on the following webpage: 
http://hr.nv.gov/Services/HRM_Email_Subscription_Management/. If you do not wish to subscribe to 
LISTSERV and wish to receive notice of meetings, you must request to receive meeting notices and renew 
the request every 6 months thereafter per NRS 241.020(3)(c) which states in part, “A request for notice 
lapses 6 months after it is made.” Please contact Carrie Lee at (775) 684-0131 or carrie.lee@admin.nv.gov 
to make such requests. 

Notice of this meeting has been posted at the following locations: 

Carson City 
Blasdel Building, 209 East Musser Street 
Nevada State Library & Archives Building, 100 North Stewart Street 
Nevada State Capitol Building, 101 North Carson Street 
Nevada Public Notice website: http://notice.nv.gov 
Division of Human Resource Management website: www.hr.nv.gov 

Las Vegas 
Grant Sawyer Building, 555 East Washington Street 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
PERSONNEL COMMISSION 

Held at the Legislative Counsel Bureau, 401 S. Carson Street, Room 3138, Carson City, Nevada 89701; and via video 
conference in Las Vegas at the Grant Sawyer Building, Room 4412, 555 East Washington Avenue 

MEETING MINUTES 
Friday June 8, 2018 

(Subject to Commission Approval) 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT 
IN CARSON CITY: Ms. Katherine Fox, Chairperson 

Ms. Patricia Knight, Commissioner 
Ms. Mary Day, Commissioner 

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT 
IN LAS VEGAS: Mr. Gary Mauger, Commissioner 

Mr. Andreas Spurlock, Commissioner 

STAFF PRESENT IN CARSON CITY: 
Mr. Peter Long, Administrator, Division of Human Resource Management 
(DHRM) 
Ms. Shelley Blotter, Deputy Administrator, DHRM 
Ms. Beverly Ghan, Deputy Administrator, DHRM 
Ms. Carrie Hughes, Personnel Analyst, DHRM 
Ms. Michelle Garton, Supervisory Personnel Analyst, DHRM 
Ms. Carrie Lee, Executive Assistant, DHRM 

STAFF PRESENT IN LAS VEGAS: 
Ms. Heather Dapice, Supervisory Personnel Analyst, DHRM 

I. CALL TO ORDER, WELCOME, ROLL CALL, ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Chairperson Fox: Opened the meeting at approximately 9:00 a.m. She welcomed everyone and took roll, noting that 
Alternate Commissioner Mary Day was seated for Commissioner David Sanchez in his absence. She indicated that 
newly appointed Alternate Commissioners Susana McCurdy and Dana Carvin were present but not serving. 
Chairperson Fox also welcomed Beverly Ghan, the newly appointed Deputy Administrator of the Compensation, 
Classification and Recruitment Section. 

II. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Chairperson Fox: Advised that no vote or action may be taken upon a matter raised under this item of the agenda 
until the matter itself has been specifically included on an agenda as an item upon which action may be taken. She 
asked if there were any public comments. Commissioner Spurlock stated that staff requested that he read some brief 
instructions about microphone etiquette for speakers. There were no public comments. 

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING DATED MARCH 19, 2018 – Action Item 

Chairperson Fox: Called for revisions or additions. Commissioner Day: Stated that on page 11 in the packet, page 
7 of the minutes, there is an extra word and a missing word where Commissioner Spurlock asked, “…who the Audit 
Manager reports to who;” the second “who” shouldn’t be there, and where Ms. Dapice responded, “I believe the Audit 
Manager reports to an ESD,” there should be some title after “ESD.” Heather Dapice: Answered it should read, 
“ESD Manager.” Chairperson Fox: Inquired if there were any other edits for the minutes and there were none. 
Chairperson Fox wanted the record to indicate that Commissioner Day did serve as Commissioner at the March 
meeting so she was eligible to render a vote on this item. 
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Held March 19, 2018 

MOTION: Moved to approve the minutes of the March 19, 2018, meeting with the changes noted. 
BY: Commissioner Mauger 
SECOND: Commissioner Spurlock 
VOTE: The vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND APPROVAL OF ADDITION OF POSITIONS AND TITLE CODES 
APPROVED FOR PRE-EMPLOYMENT SCREENING FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES – 
Action Item 

A. The Department of Motor Vehicles requests the addition of a classified position and two unclassified 
title codes to the list approved for pre-employment screening for controlled substances: 

11.358 Compliance Investigator II, PCN: RE4079 
U9005 Deputy Administrator, Compliance Enforcement Division, PCN: RE2013 and WF2014 
U9021 Division Administrator, Compliance Enforcement Division, PCN: CC1003 

Carrie Hughes: Personnel Analyst with the Division of Human Resource Management, advised NRS 284.4066 
provides for the pre-employment screening for controlled substances of candidates for positions affecting public safety 
prior to hire. This statute requires an appointing authority to identify the specific positions that affect public safety 
subject to the approval of the Personnel Commission.  Additionally, federal courts have indicated that pre-employment 
drug screening by public entities may constitute a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment, and if so, 
must be justified by a special need that outweighs the expectation of privacy. 

The Department of Motor Vehicles has requested to add the requirement of pre-employment screening for controlled 
substances to the positions listed in Agenda Item IV.  We are recommending approval of the Compliance Investigator 
position, as DMV has indicated that this position performs background checks on members of the public, and a 
candidate for this position would be subject to a background check and medical and psychological tests which may 
diminish an individual’s expectation of privacy.  Additionally, Department of Motor Vehicle positions in this class 
have previously been approved for pre-employment screening for controlled substances by the Commission. We are 
also recommending approval of the Compliance Enforcement Division’s Division Administrator and Deputy 
Administrator, as these positions are required to obtain and maintain Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) 
Category 2 certification, which requires a pre-employment drug screening test.  My understanding is that there is a 
representative present from the Department of Motor Vehicles if there are any questions.  Thank you. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there were questions or public comment. Hearing none, she made a motion. 

MOTION: Moved to approve the addition of positions with the Department of Motor Vehicles for pre-
employment screening for controlled substances to include Compliance Investigator II, 
PCN RE4079; Deputy Administrator, Compliance Enforcement Division, PCNs RE2013 
and WF2014; and Division Administrator, Compliance Enforcement Division, PCN 
CC1003. 

BY: Chairperson Fox 
SECOND: Commissioner Knight 
VOTE: The vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. 

V. DISCUSSION AND APPROVAL OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS CHANGES TO NEVADA 
ADMINISTRATIVE CODE, CHAPTER 284 – Action Item 

A. LCB File No. R098-17 
Sec. 1.  NEW Letter of instruction: Use and administration. 
Sec. 2.  NAC 284.458 Rejection of probationary employees. 
Sec. 3.  NAC 284.692 Agreement for extension of time to file grievance or complaint, or take required 

action. 
Sec. 4.  Section 19 of LCB File No. R033-17, Removal of ineligible grievance or complaint from 

procedure. 
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Michelle Garton: Supervisory Personnel Analyst for the Division of Human Resource Management’s Consultation 
and Accountability Unit, presented the regulation amendments contained in LCB File No. R098-17, Agenda Item V-
A beginning with Section 1, Letter of instruction: Use and administration. This amendment places into regulation the 
use and administration of Letters of Instruction, which many agencies currently use as a coaching or performance 
management tool when areas of deficiency and the need for correction must be addressed and documented.  A Letter 
of Instruction is not part of the disciplinary process, and no threat of discipline should be included.  This regulation 
specifies the contents that must be included in the Letter of Instruction and what it must not contain.  The requirement 
of a meeting between the supervisor and the employee is included in the regulation, and the retention of the letter is 
also addressed. 

In Section 2, NAC 284.458 the amendments in subsections 1 and 2 of this regulation do not make a change to the 
current process and are meant to make clarifications. Subsection 1 clarifies that an employee who is rejected from his 
or her initial probationary period and State service may not submit an appeal or a grievance as a result of the decision 
by the appointing authority. Subsection 2 clarifies that a permanent employee serving in a trial period in a new position 
and is rejected from that trial period may also not submit an appeal or file a grievance as a result of the decision by 
the appointing authority. The new subsection 3 in this regulation does make a change to the current process and will 
allow the Division of Human Resource Management to remove a grievance or an appeal from the process when either 
is filed as a result of a rejection from probation or trial period.  Removing appeals and grievances from the process 
that have been inappropriately filed will improve efficiency in both processes. There are times when an employee 
who has filed a grievance is out of the office for an extended period of time and is unavailable to enter into an 
agreement for the extension of time to file the grievance or take required action.  This amendment will allow for an 
exception to the agreement in certain documented situations which would be determined by the appointing authority 
or his or her designated representative.  The amendment also allows an appointing authority or his or her designated 
representative to make an exception to the agreement for an extension of time to file a grievance or take required 
action when there is an investigation pending that is related to a reported allegation of unlawful discrimination. 

In Section 4, the amendments to Section 19 of LCB File No. R033-17 make conforming changes consistent with the 
amendments to NAC 284.458.  As noted in the explanation of change for this regulation and highlighted in the 
regulation, during the drafting process the Legislative Counsel Bureau incorrectly referenced NAC 284.384 in 
subsection 1. The reference should have been to NAC 284.458, as it is in subsection 2, and the Division requests that 
this LCB file be adopted with that change. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Ms. Garton and asked if the Commissioners had any questions. 

Commissioner Spurlock: Asked if on page 45, Section 1, he was missing something. On number 5 it says, “The 
supervisor of the employee shall retain a copy of the Letter of Instruction in the supervisor’s working file for the 
employee.” Working file, Commissioner Spurlock assumed, is not the formal employee file. “The supervisor must 
attach any written response by the employee to the Letter of Instruction.” So, if the employee has some response 
regarding the instruction, it could be included. “These documents must not be retained in the permanent personnel 
file of the employee unless they are attached to documentation of a subsequent disciplinary action taken against the 
employee as documentation of a non-disciplinary action that was taken before a specified disciplinary action was 
taken against the employee.” So, they’ve done this.  There’s a Letter of Instruction; it’s in this temporary file. Now 
something more serious happens and it’s somehow loosely related to something that was mentioned in the initial Letter 
of Instruction.  So, the supervisor now has the right to take that Letter of Instruction and attach it as maybe more 
evidence of this behavior or something that’s part of the formal action.  How formal of a document is a Letter of 
Instruction, and is it something that’s discoverable if there’s ever litigation? 

Michelle Garton: Stated the intent of the regulation here is to say it wouldn’t be necessarily on a formal form 
prescribed by the Division of Human Resource Management; it could be a memorandum. It’s to document that the 
employee was made aware of the deficiency or the need for coaching when it’s happening to prove that they were told 
that. Chairperson Fox: Questioned if this would also provide documentation that the supervisor, prior to taking a 
formal disciplinary action, attempted to remediate or correct the performance issue. Michelle Garton: Answered in 
the affirmative. Chairperson Fox: Asked if the Commissioners had any other questions, and there were none. She 
asked if there were public comments related to this item. 

Eddie Bowers: Stated I am a supervisor and have been for the State of Nevada in one area for about eight years.  I 
have used Letters of Instruction in the past. I love this new regulation obsessively; it’s brilliant and has been needed 
for a long time.  The only thing I don’t see that would help is a strong assertion as to its retention, how long we should 
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keep it, because this has always been an issue if I gave somebody a Letter of Instruction, I maintain that in my 
employee file, not their official one. If that employee demonstrates a propensity to continue to transgress in the 
future -- and they always do at maybe a year-and-a-half, two years out. There’s no real clear guidance as to how long 
I can retain such a document.  The State Records and Retention Schedule, which is not, from my lay understanding, 
in the Administrative Code or NRS, has a bit of a conflict.  I always look to it, though, for some sort of guidance. 
When you go into Section 1998157 of the Retention Schedule where it talks about supervisor review records, it 
mentions Letters of Instruction in the narration; it also says that these records should not be retained for more than 
one review period, so that’s like a year, for an annual evaluation, whereas Section 2004233 of the same Schedule also 
references Letters of Instruction and indicates these records should be retained for a period of three calendar years 
from the final action in this case.  But then it doesn’t make any strong statement about you have to get rid of them.  I 
don’t think HR is getting rid of anything relevant to a termination, like a specificity of charges or anything like that, 
but I would just comment that a supervisor should have the ability to retain that Letter of Instruction in their 
supervisor’s file as long as the supervisor determined it to be relevant. 

Shelley Blotter: Noted DHRM is currently working with the Archives Librarian and the State Records Committee 
to review all of our records retention schedules, and that was one of the issues that came up during one of the 
workshops. The plan is to remove the period of time that is specified as one year from the Schedule so the Letter of 
Instruction can remain in the supervisor’s file. 

Mavis Affo: Human Resource Manager for the Department of Public Safety (DPS) commented that this is a 
wonderful tool for the Department.  It has been much needed and provides some guidance that they have not had in a 
long time. In her capacity, she has seen different versions of Letters of Instruction; some have included a warning or 
a statement of what will be done if you don’t behave a certain way. This really provides some clarity and guidance to 
all the agencies, and I think it’s a wonderful step in the right direction. Thank you. 

Kevin Ranft: AFSCME Local 4041 representative, stated representative Jeanine Lake could not be present, so my 
comments are on her behalf as well.  AFSCME Local 4041 represents State employees in numerous aspects for various 
agencies.  We always like to work with both Peter Long and Shelley Blotter and DHRM employees. Sometimes we 
agree to disagree, but when it comes down to it they have done a really good job reaching out and providing direction 
to some of the concerns that we’ve had. Letters of Instruction, for example, has been a contention for years for State 
employees. Appeal hearing officers for years would not even allow them as part of evidence because it was a 
corrective act. Another concern we had is the fact that a Letter of Instruction could be in any type of format. Some 
agencies have a prescribed format for them, others use just a memorandum or an email, but there is no area where an 
employee would sign. If we’re going to utilize it for a future process like a potential discipline, that’s a huge concern 
when an employee may have never seen the memorandum. We’re asking that this Letter of Instruction document has 
an opportunity for an employee to sign it.  I appreciate Shelley Blotter for including in the regulation the opportunity 
for employees to write a letter in response to Letter of Instruction and have that attached, but if the employee doesn’t 
see it, that’s going to be a problem if they’re utilizing the Letter of Instruction in a disciplinary process. We are against 
the process of the Letters of Instruction being used during the phase of any type of disciplinary actions. 

With that being said, Letters of Instruction are often done with a purpose of trying to correct something, notify an 
employee of policy, re-encouraging them to take some training to improve.  For those reasons, we’re really excited to 
have something on the record through regulation, but we want to make sure we get it right, and we’re hoping that 
some potential changes come. Things are always advancing, but Letters of Instruction are our concern; is that the first 
document that we should be using when it comes to assisting in the disciplinary process? Employers, supervisors, and 
managers have a great opportunity to utilize the progressive discipline process, and an oral written warning, we feel, 
could be the first one to utilize if it was disciplinary. My last statement would be regarding retention.  I think agencies 
have demonstrated that it’s up to a director to make a decision regarding their employees if they would like to move 
it into six months, a year, three years upon the employee’s request.  I think we could work offline on that. Shelley 
mentioned that she potentially wanted to change the procedure to one year, but I do think that directors need 
clarification that they also have the ability, through discretion, to remove Letters of Instruction from their employee 
files. 

Shelley Blotter: Thanked Mr. Ranft and stated this was the first time we had heard from you regarding a form to be 
signed.  I’m not prepared at this moment to say yes, we’re going to be using a form, because we haven’t workshopped 
that idea or talked to our agency personnel liaisons.  Because this has been an informal document, that signature hasn’t 
been a requirement. A Letter of Instruction doesn’t do any good unless the employee receives it. The idea that an 
employee doesn’t see it is a little bit surprising to me, because they can’t change their behavior unless they see it. 
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I know we disagree on whether or not this could be used for future documentation for an appeal hearing if there was 
suspension or demotion or termination.  We feel that it is appropriate because of progressive discipline, as you said, 
that some initial measures were taken informally of coaching and training prior to moving on to discipline.  I’m a little 
worried about that the first documentation would be an oral warning, a documented oral warning, because that’s 
actually discipline.  So, you would hope to take lesser measures first, which would be the Letter of Instruction, and 
hopefully, before that, informal conversations would happen.  I would anticipate that being first and then the Letter of 
Instruction, if necessary, documenting a discussion, and then going into actual discipline; that was our thought process. 

Peter Long: Responded so that I understand, Kevin, you appreciate that we’re putting something forward, and I don’t 
want to put words in your mouth, but it would be okay for the Commission to approve this as written today with our 
promise to work with you to get it revised in the future to try to address your issues, or are you wanting to try to revise 
it today, which I don’t think we could do without workshops and getting input? 

Kevin Ranft: Answered our intent today is to bring some clarification, and Shelley, just to answer your quick question 
regarding the oral written document, absolutely, I would like to have Letters of Instruction, any type of training, any 
type of other action prior to any discipline.  I’m just talking for purposes of going through a disciplinary or an appeal 
process, the first document that should be used is an oral written warning, not a Letter of Instruction, to be consistent 
with past practice.  If an employee is going to continuously to have problems, that oral written warning or multiple 
oral written warnings or letter of written reprimand and so forth should be enough evidence to show a hearing officer 
that there’s a problem with an employee.  So, the Letter of Instruction, again, is a corrective act, and we are concerned 
that that is not a grievable document by an employee. Say an employee has a conflict with a supervisor.  An employee 
sees a Letter of Instruction, but may not have an ability to challenge that. That’s kind of why we knew this would 
pass, so we just ask for it to be put in for the Letter of Instruction, the employee’s response letter to be attached to it. 
We’re okay with that, there’s always room for improvement, and we’re happy to see that there’s a start. This is the 
Letter of Instruction process for supervisors to have. Maybe even if a new policy needs to be written, the Letters of 
Instruction are intended for the purposes of use.  That’s the biggest thing, that supervisors may use it as more of an, 
“I got you,” type of situation, not as a corrective act. We’re neutral on this today, but we’re always happy to work 
with DHRM and this body to ensure success for State employees. 

Mr. Ranft continued, addressing Item V-A, Section 2, rejection from probation. I get the content of what’s being done 
here today.  It’s actually adding not only can an employee not file an appeal, that’s already cited in the NAC, when it 
comes to being rejected from a probationary status or a trial period status, they cannot now file a grievance.  Of course, 
they’ve never been able to file a grievance.  The Grievance Committee has slowly taken away, we feel, employees’ 
rights to be heard at that phase of the Employee-Management Committee; we are concerned with that.  We’re going 
the opposite direction we feel we need to go, because there’s a broken process when it comes to employees being 
rejected from probation or trial status without being given the opportunity to have that additional training, to have 
documented mandatory 3-, 7- and 11-month evaluations. Some management, some supervisors, not all, are waiting 
until the last minute and then letting these employees go with no recourse, but also with no training or guidance. 
There’s no accountability for these supervisors or management. It says “law” for a reason, not because of a personality 
conflict, but there’s no way for that employee to really bring their information to the table other than to say, “I disagree 
with this,” and maybe write a letter to the director asking for reconsideration; there’s no process for the employee. 
So, yes, we’re taking away the grievance process that really was never utilized.  We’re really not fixing the process, 
and the process needs to cite accountability and needs to be held and reviewed by DHRM if a 3-, 7-, and 11-month 
evaluation was not completed on that employee.  We’re asking for different things out of employees to hold them 
accountable, but we need to hold supervisors and management equally accountable, and it’s not all supervisors. 
There’s a lot of great ones out there, but there are some that misuse this process because of personality conflicts. I feel 
that this process cites appeals. This NAC, where it says appeals, does not preclude whistleblower appeals.  I believe 
that’s a whole other avenue of recourse and due process, but I just want to make it known. I appreciate your time on 
that item. I do have one last item under V-A, Section 3; and that’s for extension of time. We are concerned with NAC 
284.692, Section 3, of the proposed language where the appointing authority may unilaterally extend the time.  We 
absolutely 100% support a lot of these reasons behind the reason and need for the extension and why the appointing 
authority would need to do that. However, when it comes to an investigation or an EEOC complaint, we just want to 
make sure that, especially under 4, where the Committee has the right to review and extend the time provided pursuant 
to Section 3, we do not want a generic cutoff to say a grievance has been filed and an investigation or EEOC has been 
filed, but if they’re not similar, a grievance shouldn’t just automatically be put on hold for an extended period of time. 
It has to be a similar subject matter, and we’re asking for that to be clarified or changed, but ultimately, clarification 
would be okay. And with that being said, we would have no problem with this proposal today.  I appreciate your time; 
thank you. 
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Shelley Blotter: Clarified that if employees are in a probationary or trial status, they have not been able to grieve or 
appeal their rejection from probation. In Section 2, subsections 1 and 2, there is wordsmithing going on; it looks like 
a lot of new language and strikeouts but no changes are being made to the rights of employees. The actual changes 
occur in subsection 3. 

Kevin Ranft: Asked for clarification on the whistleblower, that is a separate process; is that’s not intended? 

Shelley Blotter: Confirmed that to be correct. 

Michelle Garton: Also confirmed that to be correct. 

Chairperson Fox: Stated I believe I’m hearing that the concern for these changes to LCB File No. R098-17 that you 
have identified it would be a good idea for the Division to work on a standard form that could be used for a Letter of 
Instruction and that most certainly we would want the employee to sign that they’ve been informed about this Letter 
of Instruction to improve performance or change a certain behavior.  I also heard you say that AFSCME has a problem 
with the rejection from probation of a probationary employee if no performance evaluations have been done on that 
employee, and I can’t agree with you more on that.  I think that’s what I consider to be not a good supervisory practice, 
for someone to be employed in any organization to believe that they’re a standard performer or better, and then at the 
11th month, they get rejected from probation.  I hesitate, but I do believe that the Division would provide guidance 
counsel to any department and say, it’s not appropriate for you two weeks before these employees get off probation 
to then reject them from probation. I do believe we as professionals all believe that to be an unacceptable practice to 
reject someone like that, and I do believe that it was just clarifying language within Section 2 that does not change 
management’s right to reject someone from probation or a trial period.  I think that summarizes how I see things based 
upon the comments provided. She asked if the Commissioners had any questions regarding LCB File R098-17. 
Chairperson Fox asked if a workshop was held involving these changes. 

Shelley Blotter: Confirmed there was. 

Commissioner Mauger: Asked if a representative from AFSCME attended. 

Shelley Blotter: Responded Mr. Ranft had provided comment.  He wasn’t present, but I read the comments into the 
record, and some of these issues are new today. 

Commissioner Mauger: Continued, they did not come up at your workshop, because a lot of this could have probably 
been done if the changes were discussed in depth as they are today. I’m just curious, one, did it come up, and two, 
was there a representative there? 

Shelley Blotter: Answered Mr. Ranft was occupied elsewhere that day, and he had given me comments to read into 
the record, which I did, and they were considered.  I believe that we made a change based on a part of that.  Some of 
these comments are new to me today. 

Tom Donaldson: Came forward for public comment and introduced himself as one of the law partners with the Dyer-
Lawrence law firm in Carson City, and legal counsel for both the Nevada Highway Patrol Association (NHPA) and 
the Nevada Corrections Association (NCA).  Regarding the Letter of Instruction addition to NAC 284, I have seen 
these many times over the years; some agencies use them, some don’t.  Some have written policies on them, some 
don’t as well. I commend the Commissioners and staff for preparing a section of NAC to formalize this and to clarify 
that it’s not part of the formal disciplinary process; however, I believe that consistent with the Records Retention 
Schedule, there should be a 1-year limitation at most, or the annual review period, as indicated by Lieutenant Bowers 
with DPS.  DPS does have the practice of removing the Letters of Instruction within a year, or with a review period, 
on a regular basis. I think if any change is going to be made to the Retention Schedule, it should be that the three 
calendar years be taken out, because it is clarified that the LOI, or Letter of Instruction, is not discipline. The section 
related to the discipline and a Letter of Instruction in the Retention Schedule is the part that should be revised, frankly, 
and I guess that’s for a later date.  But at this point, given the current retention schedule, I would request on behalf of 
NHPA and NCA that a 1-year limit on a Letter of Instruction in the working file be added to the language, or for the 
Letter of Instruction to be removed upon the anniversary date of the evaluation date of the employee. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Mr. Donaldson and asked if there was any additional public comment related to this 
item. 
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Eddie Bowers: Responded to something that Mr. Donaldson said about Letters of Instruction being used in 
furtherance of discipline.  There have been many occasions where I’ve used my role as a supervisor, as a coach, and 
as a mentor to document and try to go out of my way to help an employee succeed.  There doesn’t have to be a certain 
nefariousness attached to somebody’s behavior; I just didn’t want it to escape your glance as you vote that there are 
many times when performance simply becomes misconduct because nothing gets traction.  No help you try to give, 
no mentoring you try to give hits the point or hits somebody to where a division needs them to be.  So I absolutely 
support the way the language is written now with respect to any type of these mentorings in the form of a Letter of 
Instruction being attached to discipline, because it provides a reasonable historical picture of what has been done to 
help those employees. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Mr. Bowers for his comments and asked the Commissioners if there were any additional 
questions related to this item. 

MOTION: Moved to approve changes to Nevada Administrative Code Chapter 284, specifically: LCB 
File No. R098-17, Section 1, NEW Letter of instruction; Section 2, language changes for 
rejection of probationary employees; Section 3, Agreement for extension of time to file 
grievance or complaint, or take required action; and Section 4, to clearly identify that the 
citation should be NAC 284.458. 

BY: Chairperson Fox 
SECOND: Commissioner Knight 

DISCUSSION: Commissioner Mauger: Said he had a question on the motion and needed some 
clarification. He asked if a recommendation that these changes that were brought to our attention today 
that were not presented in the workshop could be and would be discussed between the parties at a 
mutually agreed to time would happen or is that just a suggestion? Peter Long: Answered that will 
happen at the discretion of the parties that came forward this morning. DHRM will commit to work with 
them if they make themselves available. Chairperson Fox: Thanked Commissioner Mauger. 

VOTE: Motion passed unanimously. 

V-B. LCB File No. R119-17 
Sec. 1. NAC 284.888 Request for employee to submit to screening test: Interpretation of grounds; 

completion of required form. 

Carrie Hughes: Presented the regulation amendments proposed for permanent adoption in LCB File No. R119-17. 
This amendment removes language from subsection 3 to make the regulation consistent with NRS 284.4065, clarifying 
that when an appointing authority requests an employee to submit to an alcohol and/or controlled substance test due 
to one of the reasons outlined in subsection 2 of NRS 284.4065, the form referenced in subsection 2 of this regulation 
is not required.  Additionally, the amendment changes the word “accident” to “crash” based on statutory amendments 
made during the 2015 State Legislative Session. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Ms. Hughes and asked if there were any questions from the Commissioners. 

Commissioner Spurlock: Stated on page 51, Section 1, subsection 4(a), 1 and 2, it says, “ “Substantial damage to 
property” includes, but is not limited to: 1. The operation of a motor vehicle in such a manner as to cause more than 
$500 worth of property damage,” that can be done multiple ways.  I think I understand that, “or; 2. The operation of 
a motor vehicle in such a manner as to cause two crashes which cause damage to property within a 1-year period.” 
Do we mean it has to be two vehicles?  I’m not sure what that means.  You could spin out a State vehicle in the desert 
and cause damage to the underside just from gravel.  I’m not really sure what the intent is of “crash” versus “accident” 
language and the “two.” 

Shelley Blotter: Responded it could be a single vehicle crash. It could be you’re in a snow plow and you crash it 
against a guardrail or it could be any interaction with two vehicles.  The two is referring to two incidences. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Ms. Blotter for her comments and asked the Commissioners if there were any additional 
questions related to this item. Hearing none, she entertained a motion. 
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MOTION: Moved to approve Item V-B, LCB File No. R119-17, Section 1, NAC 284.888 Request for 
employee to submit to screening test: Interpretation of grounds; completion of required 
form. 

BY: Commissioner Mauger 
SECOND: Commissioner Day 
VOTE: Motion passed unanimously. 

V-C. LCB File No. R121-17 
Sec. 1. NAC 284.358 Types of lists and priority for use. 
Sec. 2.  NAC 284.360 Reemployment lists; certification or waiver of lists. 
Sec. 3.  NAC 284.361 Use of lists and consideration of eligible persons. 
Sec. 4.  NAC 284.618 Layoffs: Voluntary demotions. 

Beverly Ghan: Introduced herself as Deputy Administrator with the Division of Human Resource Management 
Compensation, Classification, and Recruitment Section.  She presented the regulation amendments proposed for 
permanent adoption in LCB File No. R121-17.  In Section 1, the proposed amendment to NAC 284.358 requires the 
appointing authority to recognize the reassignment list as a priority list which should be used after the reemployment 
list when available.  It also requires the appointing authority to follow the order listed in the regulation when using 
the priority list. Additionally, the amendment requires agencies to contact the Division of Human Resource 
Management to determine if such a priority list exists before proceeding to other available eligible lists and/or 
recruitment.  In Section 2, the proposed amendment to NAC 284.360 revises procedures to clarify the order that the 
Division of Human Resource Management must follow when certifying and providing eligible lists to the appointing 
authority as established in NAC 284.358. There are also some conforming changes made to subsection numbers. In 
Section 3, the proposed amendments to NAC 284.361 requires the integration of names of eligible persons for 
reassignment onto the reassignment list.  There are also some conforming changes made to subsection numbers here. 
In Section 4, the amendment made to NAC 284.618 changes the reference made from subsection 3 to subsection 4 to 
accommodate the change made in NAC 284.361. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Ms. Ghan and asked for questions or comments. 

Molly Koch: Introduced herself as being with the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation. She 
commented in regard to subsection 3, mandating or requiring that the appointing authority contact DHRM by phone 
or by email to determine if the priority list process has been used. My concern with that is it seems redundant because 
as the person certifying the list they must follow that priority list process in order to certify a list. It seems redundant 
because once we certify that list, we certify that we checked all those lists before we made that certification.  I just 
had some concern in regard to that language.  As a delegated agency with a large number of delegated classifications, 
we run into this quite a bit, and our recruitment techs are trained to go through that process in order to process and 
certify that list. 

Beverly Ghan: Responded it’s a little bit different with delegation agreements, because you have the authority as a 
delegated agency to do those steps yourself. Other agencies who have to come to us directly to check all those things, 
this is where that emphasis is important for us, that it happens before they do anything else. Molly Koch: Responded, 
the DHRM staff member who is certifying those lists would have to follow those same processes before they certify 
a list anyway. For someone who is going through and certifying all those lists, for them to go back and say, yes, I 
checked these lists before I certified this list, it seems like an extra step and redundant, which is my concern. Beverly 
Ghan: Replied she appreciated that, but again, it’s really important for us to make sure this happens to agencies who 
would jump to try to fill a vacancy and we’re trying to make sure that everybody knows and is in the same place 
before they do anything.  We have to be aware, so we can be checking all the steps. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked for additional public comment. Hearing none, she entertained a motion. 

MOTION: Moved to approve Item V-C, LCB File No. R121-17, Section 1, NAC 284.358, Types of 
lists and priority for use; Section 2, NAC 284.360, Reemployment lists; certification or 
waiver of lists; Section 3, NAC 284.361, Use of lists and consideration of eligible persons; 
and Section 4, NAC 284.618, Layoffs: voluntary demotions. 

BY: Commissioner Mauger 
SECOND: Commissioner Knight 
VOTE: Motion passed unanimously. 
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V-D LCB File No. R150-17 
Sec. 1.  NEW Procedure to request hearing to determine reasonableness of dismissal, demotion or 

suspension. 
Sec. 2.  NAC 284.589 Administrative leave with pay. 
Sec. 3. NAC 284.642 Suspensions and demotions. 
Sec. 4.  NAC 284.656 Notice. 
Sec. 5.  NAC 284.6561 Pre-disciplinary review. 
Sec. 6.  NAC 284.778 Request for hearing and other communications. 

Michelle Garton: Stated Section 1, Procedure to request hearing to determine reasonableness of dismissal, demotion, 
or suspension, is a newly proposed regulation that moves the procedures for an employee who is dismissed, demoted, 
or suspended to request a hearing by a hearing officer into a separate regulation.  This will serve to distinguish the 
hearing that may be requested after disciplinary action has been taken from the hearing that occurs prior to disciplinary 
action, now referred to as a pre-disciplinary review which will be presented in a moment. Also included in this new 
regulation is the effective date of a dismissal, demotion, or suspension is the first day that the disciplinary action takes 
effect.  In the case of a 5-day suspension, for example, the effective date of the discipline is the first day and not any 
other day after that up to the fifth day. Finally, if the appointing authority’s final determination of discipline is 
provided to the employee, he or she must include that documentation along with his or her appeal. The amendments 
to Section 2, NAC 284.589, specify that the provisions requiring an appointing authority to grant administrative leave 
with pay pertain to an employee to prepare for, and appear at, his or her pre-disciplinary review.  As noted in the 
explanation of change for this regulation on page 60 of your binders and highlighted on page 61, the Division is 
recommending the adoption of this regulation with the word “and” rather than “or.” The highlighted language provided 
on page 2 of the handout in the front of your binders, and available in the back of the room for the public today, is the 
language the Division is recommending. This will ensure that up to eight hours of administrative leave will be granted 
to an employee for each type of meeting rather than a combination of up to eight hours for both types of meetings. 
Section 3, NAC 284.642 simply makes a conforming change to incorporate the new regulation presented in Section 1 
of this LCB file into regulation.  Section 4, NAC 284.656 of this regulation makes a conforming change to replace 
“hearing” with “pre-disciplinary review,” because the requirement for the pre-disciplinary review pursuant to NAC 
284.6561 is being described here. Section 5, NAC 284.6561. The amendments to this regulation replace the term 
“hearing” with the term “pre-disciplinary review” to describe the meeting that is required prior to disciplinary action 
being taken.  The amendment to subsection 5 will include that an employee will have the opportunity to rebut 
allegations made against them and provide mitigating information.  This will assist an employee in preparation for the 
pre-disciplinary review.  Also included in the amendments to this regulation is that the effective date of the dismissal, 
demotion, or suspension is the first day that the disciplinary action takes effect. Finally, subsection 9 has been removed 
from this regulation because it provides the basis for the new regulation presented in Section 1 of this LCB file. 
Section 6, NAC 284.778, provides the manner in which a request for a hearing after disciplinary action has been taken 
must be made. The amendment specifies that such a request be made for a hearing on the appeal rather than a request 
for an appeal. 

Chairperson Fox: Stated because I can be a process person sometimes, an investigation is conducted, and a decision 
is made, let’s say, to suspend an employee for 10 days.  Prior to meting out that discipline, there’s a pre-disciplinary 
review process where the employee has the opportunity to rebut, clarify the results of the investigation and the 
proposed disciplinary action. That’s a whole separate process from, “I’m suspended for 10 days and now I want to 
go to a hearing.” That 10 days would commence at the first day of the suspension, is that correct? Michelle Garton: 
Confirmed this was correct. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there were questions or comments. 

Kevin Ranft: Stated he was appreciative of the opportunity to speak on behalf of State employees’ concerns.  He 
said AFSCME is actually very grateful for clarifying language throughout these sections. A lot of concerns over the 
years with State employees not understanding the clarification when the hearing comes forward or they file an appeal; 
this really just provides a lot of great detail for clarification. I do have a concern on Section 5, and I ask DHRM and 
this body to consider another clarification change or maybe what the intent of the purpose is.  Often, representatives 
like myself or an individual of the employee’s choosing will attend these pre-disciplinary hearings; there’s just no 
consistency. Agencies often will allow us to speak on behalf of the employee that’s really nervous or who doesn’t 
understand the process.  This is their opportunity to really be given a chance to fix any concerns prior to the formal 
disciplinary action taking place, but there’s also a lot of agencies that don’t allow the person of their choosing or the 
representative to speak.  The employee goes in there, or they don’t have the words to express, and the decision is 
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upheld by the appointing authority.  We’re sitting there with our hands tied.  I’m not going to call out the agencies, 
but some even go as far as putting in their letter that they read to the employee, specifically saying, “Your 
representative cannot speak today.  I want to hear from you only.” We don’t feel that that’s what the intent is of this. 
So, we feel this is a great opportunity to simply add under NAC 284.6561, Section 5, where the new language says, 
“The employee will be given an opportunity to rebut the allegations against the employee and provide mitigating 
information,” to also say an employee “and/or an employee’s representative.” I think with those simple terms, it could 
allow an opportunity or even prevent an appeal hearing from going forward, saving the State a lot of money. There’s 
a couple different sections that can be processed.  If it’s not done through change today, I think it can be done through 
DHRM notifying agencies, saying allow the employee’s representative or the person of their choosing to be a part of 
the process during the pre-disciplinary hearings. 

Shelley Blotter: Responded we haven’t had an opportunity to discuss this ahead of the meeting today; I don’t have 
any objections to that language.  I believe that’s the intent, that it would be an informal process. Peter Long: 
Responded I think that that may be the intent.  I’m not sure, but currently, the regulation is specific to the appointing 
authority and/or his or her designated representative and the employee.  So, I think that since the first section talks 
about a designated representative and it’s specific to employee only, that I’m unsure that we would have the authority 
to tell an agency that they have to allow a representative there.  I’m certainly willing to discuss that as we move 
forward, but I don’t want to put something in place or suggest something be put in place without agencies having the 
opportunity to weigh in on this. 

Kevin Ranft: Replied there’s already a regulation that allows us as representatives to be present at the hearing, so 
we already attend these. We just want to make sure that we have a voice to ensure that the employee is successful. 
We’re missing an opportunity here, and I think that if an employee could show through their representatives that the 
agency missed something, rather than providing a 10-day, a 5-day suspension, or maybe even a termination, if it could 
be discussed through means of testimony or providing necessary documents or explaining those necessary documents. 
Often these employees will provide a document, but they don’t get the message across of what it is intended for and 
how it’s to be used for the recommendation when they go back to the agency. I get that, and going back to the 
regulation which is already there, agencies use it or interpret it differently. If we don’t correct it today offline, we 
could look at the intent of the original NAC and maybe advise these agencies to allow the prevention of potentially 
unnecessary suspensions, demotions, or terminations. I thought maybe this would be a good avenue to put that in there 
to ensure success for the employee. Peter Long: Responded I don’t disagree with you that that might be beneficial. 
All I’m saying is that the way the reg is written now, I can’t commit to that without us going back and seeing what 
the intent was when the reg passed and then I would be more comfortable providing that direction if that was the 
intent, or to suggest a change by the Commission to the verbiage absent input from agencies on that. So, I’m not 
disagreeing with you.  That wasn’t what I wanted to represent. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked once these changes to the Nevada Administrative Code occur, is there training sessions or 
information provided to division HR representatives about the use of these items, and could there be some narrative 
that says departments are encouraged to have the employee bring a representative of their choosing to this informal 
meeting so that somehow we can get employees feeling comfortable if they need to have a representative with them 
at the informal piece? They can do so and that representative can speak for that employee. 

Peter Long: Added I won’t say that there’s training provided to agencies for every new regulation that passes, but 
we do send out all new regulations and amended regulations once approved, usually with an explanation, and we are 
there to answer any questions. If the determination is that that was the intent of this, we could certainly include that 
in the handouts that we provide the agencies. 

Commissioner Mauger: Stated a lot of my questions in these hearings is when they hold workshops, that was there 
a labor representative present, and to my knowledge, I don’t remember ever hearing “yes.” It’s frustrating to me to 
sit here and listen to all these questions come up that could have been done in the workshop. There’s a lot of questions 
here that, to me, should have come up in the workshop, and I think the representative should make more of an effort 
to participate in those workshops to help alleviate what we’re now going through. 

MOTION: Moved to approve LCB File No. R150-17 for changes to the Nevada Administrative Code, 
Section 1, NEW Procedure to request hearing to determine reasonableness of dismissal, 
demotion, or suspension; Section 2, NAC 284.589, Administrative leave with pay; Section 
3, NAC 284.642, Suspensions and demotions; Section 4, NAC 284.656; Section 5, NAC 
284.6561; and Section 6, NAC 284.778, with the language that was provided to the 
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Commissioners in their packet that says under NAC 284.589, Administrative leave with 
pay, up to 8 hours for preparation for any pre-disciplinary review and up to 8 hours for 
preparation for any hearing described in paragraph 6(e). 

BY: Chairperson Fox 
SECOND: Commissioner Knight 
VOTE: Motion passed unanimously. 

Chairperson Fox: Requested if we could have an update in December or 2019 about how the pre-disciplinary review 
process is going; is it found to be an effective mechanism, and additionally, if employees are bringing a representative 
with them and does that representative have an opportunity to speak. 

V-E LCB File No. R151-17 
Sec. 1.  NAC 284.5385 Annual leave: Leave without pay; catastrophic leave; receipt of benefits for 

temporary total disability. 
Sec. 2.  NAC 284.544 Sick leave: Leave without pay; catastrophic leave; receipt of benefits for temporary 

total disability; computation. 
Sec. 3.  NAC 284.5775 Temporary total disability: Use of sick leave, compensatory time, annual leave 

and catastrophic leave; leave of absence without pay. 
Sec. 4.  NAC 284.882 Administration of screening tests. 

Carrie Hughes: Presented the regulation amendments proposed for permanent adoption in LCB File No. R151-17. 
The amendments to Sections 1, 2, and 3 bring into agreement the provisions relating to sick and annual leave when 
used in combination with the temporary total disability benefit under the Workers’ Compensation Program. The 
amendments standardize the language “leave of absence without pay” across the three regulations.  Finally, the 
Legislative Counsel Bureau has replaced references to statutes with references directing to NAC 284.5775, removed 
provisions in NAC 284.5385 and 284.544 that are addressed in NAC 284.5775, and consolidated similar provisions 
in NAC 284.5385 and 284.544 to a single provision in NAC 284.5775. The amendment in Section 4 addresses the 
breath alcohol testing equipment standard.  As of January 1, 2018, alcohol breath testing regulated by the U.S. 
Department of Transportation may be performed on equipment approved by the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, but not yet published on their conforming products list. This amendment is intended to conform NAC 
284.882 to the new U.S. Department of Transportation standard.  Matching equipment standard for testing that is and 
is not federally regulated will prevent the need to identify or track which collection sites can be utilized for testing 
that are and are not subject to US Department of Transportation regulation. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Ms. Hughes and asked if there were questions or comments. Hearing none, she 
entertained a motion. 

MOTION: Moved to approve Item V-E, LCB File No. R151-17, Section 1, NAC 284.5385, Annual 
leave: Leave without pay; catastrophic leave; receipt of benefits for temporary total 
disability; Section 2, NAC 284.544, Sick leave: Leave without pay; catastrophic leave; 
receipt of benefits for temporary total disability; computation; Section 3, NAC 284.5775, 
Temporary total disability: Use of sick leave, compensatory time, annual leave and 
catastrophic leave; leave of absence without pay; and Section 4, NAC 284.882, 
Administration of screening tests. 

BY: Commissioner Knight 
SECOND: Commissioner Day 
VOTE: Motion passed unanimously. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND APPROVAL OF PROPOSED CLASS SPECIFICATION MAINTENANCE 
REVIEW OF CLASSES RECOMMENDED FOR REVISIONS – Action Item 

A. Fiscal Management & Staff Services 
1. Subgroup: Actuarial/Research/Grants Analysis 

a. 7.711 Insurance and Loss Prevention Specialist 
2. Subgroup: Public Information 

a. 7.814 Geologic Information Specialist 
b. 7.849 Publications Editor Series 
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Heather Dapice: Supervisory Personnel Analyst for the State of Nevada’s Division of Human Resource Management, 
Classification Unit, presented the recommendation for changes to the Fiscal Management & Staff Services, Subgroups: 
Actuarial/Research/Grants Analysis, and Public Information, as part of the biennial class specification review process. 
These are Items VI-A-1-a, VI-A-2-a, and VI-A-2-b on the agenda.  Beginning with Item VI-A-1-a, Insurance and Loss 
Prevention Specialist, in consultation with subject matter experts from the Department of Administration and the 
Department of Transportation, it is recommended that minor revisions be made to the series concept to clarify duties and 
responsibilities and to update verbiage. Also, minor changes were made to the minimum qualifications in order to 
maintain consistency with formatting and structure. Moving on to Item VI-A-2-a, Geologic Information Specialist, in 
consultation with subject matter experts from the Nevada System of Higher Education, University of Nevada, Reno, it 
was determined that the class concepts, minimum qualifications, and knowledge, skills and abilities were currently 
consistent with expectations and required no changes at this time; however, minor changes were made to the minimum 
qualifications, again, to maintain consistency with formatting and structure. 

Lastly, Item VI-A-2-b, Publications Editor. In consultation with subject matter experts from the State Controller’s Office, 
it is recommended that minor changes be made to the series concepts and minimum qualifications to refresh language and 
to better reflect current methods and practices utilized in the field. Minor changes were also made to the minimum 
qualifications to maintain consistency with formatting and structure.  Through the course of these studies, management, 
agency staff, and analysts within the Division of Human Resource Management participated by offering recommendations 
and reviewing changes as the process progressed, and they support these recommendations. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Ms. Dapice and asked if there were any questions or comments; there were none. She 
entertained a motion. 

MOTION: Moved to approve changes to the class specifications for the Fiscal Management & Staff 
Services group, Subgroup: Actuarial/Research/Grants analysts, Class Code 7.711, Insurance 
and Loss Prevention Specialist; Subgroup 2, Public Information, Class Codes 7.814 and 7.849, 
Geologic Information Specialist and Publications Editor Series. 

BY: Commissioner Day 
SECOND: Chairperson Fox 
VOTE: Motion passed unanimously. 

B. Mechanical & Construction Trades 
1. Subgroup: Graphics, Printing & Reproduction 

a. 9.715 Offset Press Operator 
b. 9.731 Offset Machine Operator Series 
c. 9.739 Silk Screen Printer 

Heather Dapice: Presented the recommendation for changes to the Mechanical & Construction Trades, Subgroup: 
Graphics, Printing & Reproduction as part of the biennial class specification review process, Items VI-B-1-a, VI-B-
1-b, and VI-B-1-c on the agenda. Beginning with Item VI-B-1-a, Offset Press Operator, in consultation with subject 
matter experts from the College of Southern Nevada, it is recommended that the revisions be made to the series 
concept and minimum qualifications to update occupational language, reflect current methods and practices being 
used and to maintain consistency with formatting and structure. Item VI-B-1-b, Offset Machine Operator, in 
consultation with subject matter experts it is determined that the class concepts, minimum qualifications, and 
knowledge, skills and abilities are consistent with current expectations and require no changes at this time; however, 
minor revisions were made to maintain consistency with formatting and structure to the minimum qualifications. 
Lastly, Item VI-B-1-c, Silk Screen Printer, in consultation with subject matter experts from the Department of 
Transportation, it is recommended that revisions be made to the series concepts and minimum qualifications to update 
occupational language, reflect current methods and practices being used, and to maintain consistency with formatting 
and structure.  Through the course of these studies, management, agency staff, and analysts within the Division of 
Human Resource Management participated by offering recommendations and reviewing changes as the process 
progressed, and they support these recommendations.  We respectfully request that the Personnel Commission approve 
the recommended changes to the Offset Press Operator, Offset Machine Operator, and Silk Screen Printer series 
effective this date. 

Chairperson Fox: Thanked Ms. Dapice and asked if there were any questions or comments; there were none.  She 
entertained a motion. 
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MOTION: Moved to approve VI-B-1-a, Class Specification Maintenance Review, Mechanical and 
Construction Trades, Subgroup: Graphics, Printing, & Reproduction, 9.715, Offset Press 
Operator; VI-B-1-b, 9.731, Offset Machine Operator Series; and VI-B-1-c, 9.739, Silk 
Screen Printer. 

BY: Commissioner Mauger 
SECOND: Commissioner Day 
VOTE: Motion passed unanimously. 

VII. REPORT OF UNCONTESTED CLASSIFICATION PLAN CHANGES NOT REQUIRING 
PERSONNEL COMMISSION APPROVAL PER NRS 284.160 

Posting #13-18 
6.208 Professional Land Surveyor II 
6.210 Professional Land Surveyor I 

Posting #14-18 
7.634 Executive Branch Budget Officer II 
7.632 Executive Branch Budget Officer I 

Posting #15-18 
3.530 Transportation & Safety Attendant III 
3.535 Transportation & Safety Attendant II 
3.540 Transportation & Safety Attendant I 

Posting #16-18 
12.392 Casework Management Specialist Supervisor 
12.393 Casework Management Specialist IV 
12.394 Casework Management Specialist III 
12.395 Casework Management Specialist II 
12.396 Casework Management Specialist I 

Posting #17-18 
10.306 Psychiatric Nurse IV 
10.305 Psychiatric Nurse III 
10.307 Psychiatric Nurse II 
10.309 Psychiatric Nurse I 

Posting #18-18 
10.540 Marijuana Program Supervisor 
10.541 Marijuana Program Inspector II 
10.542 Marijuana Program Inspector I 

Posting #19-18 
10.352 Registered Nurse V 
10.354 Registered Nurse IV 
10.355 Registered Nurse III 
10.359 Registered Nurse II 
10.358 Nurse I 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there were questions. There were none. 

VIII. SPECIAL REPORT – PRESENTATION OF HEARING OFFICER CASE HANDLING 
STATISTICS 

Shelley Blotter: Stated at the last Personnel Commission Meeting, Commissioner Mauger had some questions 
regarding our Hearing Officers and their case handling statistics, and I wanted to make certain that we brought that 
information to this meeting. The information that we capture is related to the cost, the average length of cases and 

Division conducted a survey last year, but unfortunately, it went to a small group of individuals that were involved in 
cases, and they only received one response.  They created a more robust survey group this year and they indicated that 
they will have survey results for us that could be available at the next meeting.  I’d like to go ahead and discuss what 
we have before us. As a reminder, the Hearings Division is our primary contractor for providing the service, and Mr. 
Charles Cockerill is the independent contractor that also provides services.  So you see two lines of statistics for the 

outcomes.  The Division relies upon the Hearings Division to conduct the Customer Satisfaction Survey. The Hearings 
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average number of days from appeal to outcome.  Both entities are well within the average number of days that are 
expected, under 6 months. 

On the second page, the average cost per appeal; again it’s within a reasonable tolerance, what we would expect to 
see and not significantly higher or lower than when we had all independent contractors. I would say for the record for 
FY15 it looks like Mr. Cockerill had a significantly higher charge rate, but that was really due to him taking on two 
cases that required him to travel, and so those per diem rates were included, and the Hearings Division asked him to 
take those on.  So, it was an extraordinary circumstance and not something that should be held against him for future 
consideration. As far as the outcomes, they’re well within reason of what we saw historically for both the Hearings 
Division as well as Mr. Cockerill. We’re not at a place where the Commission needs to consider renewing their 
contracts; this is an update of information, and we’re generally satisfied with both entities at this time. 

Commissioner Mauger: Stated I have a question on the amount of hearings in the first year, 15, versus the amount 
of hearings that we are now hearing, which is considerably less.  Is there some indicator as to why? Shelley Blotter: 
Replied I didn’t bring the statistics along with me, but I believe there are a lower number of appeals, generally; there 
are fewer appeals being filed at this point. Commissioner Mauger: Responded I did receive the outcomes of hearings 
from the last meeting to this meeting, and I appreciate it and thank you very much. I personally would prefer to see it 
once a year rather than once every three years; it gives me a better perspective. Shelley Blotter: Stated we’ll make a 
note of that, to provide it on an annual basis, and in my wishful thinking, I’m hoping that managers and employees 
are doing a better job of resolving these types of things at an earlier stage. 

Chairperson Fox: Asked if there were any additional questions or comments. 

Kevin Ranft: Appreciated the opportunity to really look at this data; State employees often go to hearing as a last 
resort. There’s a handful of hearing officers out there that are very fair on both sides, but there’s a lot of them out 
there that we feel are not as objective as we would like.  So we really look forward to participating in this survey that’s 
just been released. I also want to let you know that there’s a lot of settlements that our organization and State 
employees in general agree to, and I think sometimes it’s even before it gets filed through the appeal process. Maybe 
we don’t always see those stats and sometimes the Deputy Attorney Generals will reach out to us before an appeal is 
even filed. The process, I think, has some room for improvement, and we’re looking forward to not only doing the 
survey, but hopefully a survey on how to improve the process in the future. 

Chairperson Fox: Noted it will be interesting to see those results when they come in, but I do echo what you had to 
say. I think in particularly in the last five years, the Division has really strived to have processes in place that, in some 
ways, demand a better dialogue between managers and employees hoping to remediate the situation at the lowest 
level, improve performance prior to a formal disciplinary process.  I think it’s a vision, a commitment that the Division 
has to employees of State service; thank you. 

IX. DISCUSSION AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF DATES FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS. NEXT 
MEETING SCHEDULED FOR SEPTEMBER 7, 2018. 

Chairperson Fox: After deliberation advised the Commission that the next meeting is scheduled for Friday, 
December 7, 2018. 

X. COMMISSION COMMENTS 

No comments were put forth. 

XI. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Chairperson Fox: Advised that no vote or action may be taken upon a matter raised under this item of the agenda 
until the matter itself has been specifically included on an agenda as an item upon which action may be taken. She 
asked if there were any public comments. None were put forth. 

XII. ADJOURNMENT 

Chairperson Fox: Adjourned the meeting. 
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Average rating by question:
Judge #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 #15 #16 #17 #18 #19 #20 #21 #22 #23 #24 #25 #26 #27 #28 #29 #30 #31 #32#33
Deborah Galla 3.4 4.3 3.9 3.9 3.6 4.2 4.3 4.6 3.2 3.4 4.6 4.2 4.6 4.1 4.2 4.1 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.1 3.4 3.8 3.3 4.3 4.3 3.8 3.3 3.6 3.5 3.3 3.5 4 4
Lorna Ward 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.6 4.5 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.3 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.4 4.6 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.5 4.4 4.6 4.7 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.3 5 5
Rajinder Niels 2.5 2.8 2.8 2.5 3.0 2.6 2.6 2.9 3.4 3.2 3.6 3.8 3.5 3.5 2.8 2.0 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.2 3.2 3.2 3 4
Geraldine Sch 3.6 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.9 4.1 4.1 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.2 3.9 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.1 3.9 4.0 3.6 4 4
Greg Krohn 4.5 4.2 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.0 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.6 4.6 4.1 4.1 4.6 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.0 4.5 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4 5
Michelle Morga4.3 4.4 4.1 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.0 4.3 4.3 4.2 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.6 4.5 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.6 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.2 5 5
Nancy Richins 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.1 3.9 4.2 4.2 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.9 4.0 3.8 3.9 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.5 4.5 3.9 3.9 3.7 4.1 4.0 3.7 4 4
Paul Lychuk 3.0 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.5 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.5 3.2 3.4 3.2 4.0 3.9 3.5 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.9 3.7 3.3 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.1 3.9 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.5 3.7 3 4
Shirley Lindse 4.2 4.1 4.0 4.2 3.9 3.7 4.1 4.0 3.7 3.6 4.0 4.0 4.4 4.1 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.7 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.3 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.9 3.7 4 4
AO Average 3.8 4.0 3.9 4.0 3.9 3.8 4.0 4.1 3.8 3.8 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.0 3.9 4.0 3.9 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8 4 4
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FY18 PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS OF 
HEARING OFFICER CARA BROWN, ESQ. 

Mrs. Brown's contract began on September 1, 2017 with the Las Vegas Appeals Office.  She has been 
assigned 5 cases and as of June 28, 2018 her current caseload was 5 cases. 

1 survey was received from representatives. 

Overall Average 5.0 
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0.0 
JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT TEMPERAMENT AND LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PERFORMANCE BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY OVERALL RATING 

SKILLS DEMEANOR 

1.3 1.7 2.0 2.2 1.8 1.8 

1 = Unsatisfactory, 2 = Fair 3 = Satisfactory, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent, Not Applicable Or No Opinion 
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1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS Rating 

The Appeals Officer conducts proceedings punctually and timely. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 2.0 

Average Rating: 1.3 
2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates open-mindedness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates absence of arrogance. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates attentiveness 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates ability to really listen. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 1.0 

Average Rating: 1.7 
3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE Rating 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. 2.0 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. 2.0 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. 2.0 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. 2.0 

Average Rating: 2.0 
4. PERFORMANCE Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence and 
arguments before rendering a decision. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates decisiveness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 2.0 

20 Average Rating: 2.2 
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FY18 SURVEY OF CARA BROWN, ESQ. CONTINUED 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY Rating 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the 
parties or counsel. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer treats all people with dignity and respect. 1.0 

Average Rating: 1.8 

Retention 
Taking everything into account, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Yes, retain Appeals 
Officer Brown., 

100.00% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Employers, 100.00% 

Respondents' Area of Practice 

Less than 3 appearances… 

Number of Appearances 
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FY18 PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS OF 
HEARING OFFICER CAROLYN BROUSSARD, ESQ. 

Mrs. Broussard's contract began on September 1, 2017 with the Las Vegas Appeals Office.  She has been 
assigned 5 cases and as of June 28, 2018 her current caseload was 5 cases. 

1 survey was received from representatives. 
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1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS Rating 

The Appeals Officer conducts proceedings punctually and timely. 4.0 
The Appeals Officer maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. n/a 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. n/a 
The Appeals Officer re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. n/a 

Average Rating: 1.3 
2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates open-mindedness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates absence of arrogance. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates attentiveness 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates ability to really listen. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 2.0 

3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE 
Average Rating: 2.1 

Rating 

4. PERFORMANCE 
Average Rating: n/a 

Rating 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. n/a 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. n/a 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. n/a 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. n/a 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. n/a 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence and 
arguments before rendering a decision. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates decisiveness. n/a 
The Appeals Officer conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. n/a 

22 Average Rating: n/a 



 

 

       

 

  

 

2018 SURVEY OF CAROLYN BROUSSARD, ESQ. CONTINUED 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY Rating 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the parties 
or counsel. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. n/a 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer treats all people with dignity and respect. 2.0 

Average Rating: 2.0 

Yes, retain Appeals 
Officer Broussard., 

100.0% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Retention 
account, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Employers, 100.00% 

Respondents' Area of Practice 

Less than 5 appearances 
100% 

Number of Appearances 
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FY18 PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS OF 
HEARING OFFICER CHARLES COCKERILL, ESQ. 

Mr. Cockerill is contracted directly with DHRM.  Since September 1, 2017 he has been assigned 12 cases 
and as of June 28, 2018 his current caseload was 2 cases with the Carson City Appeals Office. 

3 surveys were received from representatives. 
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Overall Average 

1 = Unsatisfactory, 2 = Fair 3 = Satisfactory, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent, Not Applicable Or No Opinion 
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1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS Rating 

The Appeals Officer conducts proceedings punctually and timely. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 2.0 

Average Rating: 1.7 
2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates open-mindedness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates absence of arrogance. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates attentiveness 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates ability to really listen. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 1.7 

Average Rating: 1.8 
3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE Rating 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. 2.0 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. 1.7 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. 2.0 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. 2.0 

Average Rating: 1.9 
4. PERFORMANCE Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 2.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. 1.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence and 
arguments before rendering a decision. 2.7 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates decisiveness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 2.5 

24 Average Rating: 2.3 
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2018 SURVEY OF CHARLES COCKERILL, ESQ. CONTINUED 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY Rating 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. 1.7 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. 1.7 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. 2.3 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the parties 
or counsel. 1.7 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer treats all people with dignity and respect. 1.7 

Average Rating: 1.8 

Retention 
Taking everything into account, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Yes, retain Appeals 
Officer Cockerill., 

100.00% 
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FY18 PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS OF 
HEARING OFFICER LORNA WARD, ESQ. 

Mrs. Ward's contract began on October 1, 2017 with the Carson City Appeals Office.  She has been 
assigned 5 cases and as of June 28, 2018 her current caseload was 4 cases. 

1 survey was received from representatives. 
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1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS Rating 

The Appeals Officer conducts proceedings punctually and timely. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 3.0 

Average Rating: 3.0 
2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates open-mindedness. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates absence of arrogance. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates attentiveness 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates ability to really listen. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 3.0 

Average Rating: 2.6 
3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE Rating 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. 3.0 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. 3.0 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. 3.0 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. 3.0 

Average Rating: 3.0 
4. PERFORMANCE Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. 0.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence and 
arguments before rendering a decision. 3.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates decisiveness. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 3.0 

26 Average Rating: 2.8 



 

 

          

 

  

  

2018 SURVEY OF LORNA WARD, ESQ. CONTINUED 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY Rating 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. 3.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. 4.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the parties 
or counsel. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer treats all people with dignity and respect. 2.0 

Average Rating: 2.6 

Retention 
Taking everything into account, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Yes, retain Appeals 
Officer Ward., 100.00% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Employers,… 

Respondents' Area of Practice 

Less than 3 appearances, 1 

Number of Appearances 

27



  
 

 

      

FY18 PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS OF 
HEARING OFFICER MARK GENTILE, ESQ. 

Mr. Gentile's contract began on September 1, 2017 with the Las Vegas Appeals Office.  Hhe has been 
assigned 13 cases and as of June 28, 2018 his current caseload was 8 cases. 

3 surveys were received from representatives. 
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Overall Average 

1 = Unsatisfactory, 2 = Fair 3 = Satisfactory, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent, Not Applicable Or No Opinion 
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1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS Rating 

The Appeals Officer conducts proceedings punctually and timely. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 2.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 1.7 

Average Rating: 2.0 
2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates open-mindedness. 2.3 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 1.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates absence of arrogance. 2.3 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates attentiveness 2.3 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates ability to really listen. 2.7 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 2.0 

Average Rating: 2.2 
3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE Rating 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. 2.7 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. 2.3 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. 2.3 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. 2.3 

Average Rating: 2.4 
4. PERFORMANCE Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 2.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 3.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence and 
arguments before rendering a decision. 4.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates decisiveness. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 2.0 

28 Average Rating: 3.0 



 

          

 

  

  

2018 SURVEY OF MARK GENTILE, ESQ. CONTINUED 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY Rating 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. 2.5 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. 2.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. 2.5 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. 7.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the 
parties or counsel. 2.5 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 8.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 2.5 
The Appeals Officer treats all people with dignity and respect. 2.0 

Average Rating: 3.2 

Retention 
Taking everything into account, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Yes, retain Appeals 
Officer Gentile., 

100.00% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Employers, 
100.00% 

Respondents' Area of Practice 

Less than 3 appearances, 100.00% 

Number of Appearances 

29



  
 

 

      

FY18 PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS OF 
HEARING OFFICER PAUL LAMBOLEY, ESQ. 

Mr. Lamboley's contract began on September 1, 2017 with the Carson City Appeals Office.  He has been 
assigned 2 cases and as of June 28, 2018 his current caseload was 1 case. 

1 survey was received from representatives. 

Overall Average 5.0 
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JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT TEMPERAMENT AND LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PERFORMANCE BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY OVERALL RATING 
SKILLS DEMEANOR 

1 = Unsatisfactory, 2 = Fair 3 = Satisfactory, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent, Not Applicable Or No Opinion 
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1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS Rating 

The Appeals Officer conducts proceedings punctually and timely. 4.0 
The Appeals Officer maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. n/a 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. n/a 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 4.0 
The Appeals Officer renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 4.0 

Average Rating: 4.4 
2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates open-mindedness. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates absence of arrogance. n/a 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates attentiveness 4.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates ability to really listen. 4.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 4.0 

Average Rating: 3.5 
3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE Rating 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. n/a 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. 5.0 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. 4.0 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. n/a 

Average Rating: 4.5 
4. PERFORMANCE Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 4.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence 
and arguments before rendering a decision. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates decisiveness. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 4.0 

30 Average Rating: 4.5 



 

 
 

          

 

  

  

2018 SURVEY OF PAUL LAMBOLEY, ESQ. CONTINUED 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY Rating 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. n/a 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the 
parties or counsel. n/a 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. n/a 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. n/a 
The Appeals Officer treats all people with dignity and respect. 3.0 

Average Rating: 3.0 

Retention 
Taking everything into account, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

No, do not retain 
Appeals Officer 

Lamboley., 100.00% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Employers, 
100.00% 

Respondents' Area of Practice 

Less than 3 appearances, 100.00% 

Number of Appearances 

31



  
 

 

      

FY18 PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS OF 
APPEALS OFFICER PAUL LYCHUK, ESQ. 

Mr. Lychuk's contract began on September 1, 2017 with the Las Vegas Appeals Office.  He has been 
assigned 1 case and as of June 28, 2018 his current caseload was 0 cases. 

1 survey was received from representatives. 

Overall Average 5.0 
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JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT TEMPERAMENT AND LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PERFORMANCE BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY OVERALL RATING 
SKILLS DEMEANOR 

1 = Unsatisfactory, 2 = Fair 3 = Satisfactory, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent, Not Applicable Or No Opinion 
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1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS Rating 

The Appeals Officer conducts proceedings punctually and timely. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 3.0 

Average Rating: 2.3 
2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates open-mindedness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates absence of arrogance. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates attentiveness 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates ability to really listen. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 1.0 

Average Rating: 1.4 
3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE Rating 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. 3.0 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. 2.0 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. n/a 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. 3.0 

Average Rating: 2.7 
4. PERFORMANCE Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence and 
arguments before rendering a decision. 2.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates decisiveness. 2.0 
The Appeals Officer conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 1.0 

32 Average Rating: 1.8 



 

 

          

 

  

  

2018 SURVEY OF PAUL LYCHUK, ESQ. CONTINUED 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY Rating 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. 1.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. 1.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. 1.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the parties 
or counsel. 1.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 1.0 
The Appeals Officer treats all people with dignity and respect. 1.0 

Average Rating: 1.0 

Retention 
Taking everything into account, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Yes, retain Appeals 
Officer Lychuk., 

100.00% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Employers, 
100.00% 

Respondents' Area of Practice 

Less than 3 appearances, 100.00% 

Number of Appearances 

33



  
 

 

      

FY18 PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS OF 
HEARING OFFICER ROBERT ZENTZ, ESQ. 

Mr. Zentz's contract began on September 1, 2017 with the Carson City Appeals Office.  He has been 
assigned 13 cases and as of June 28, 2018 his current caseload was 8 cases. 

1 survey was received from representatives. 
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JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT TEMPERAMENT AND LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PERFORMANCE BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY OVERALL RATING 
SKILLS DEMEANOR 

1 = Unsatisfactory, 2 = Fair 3 = Satisfactory, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent, Not Applicable Or No Opinion 

1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS Rating 

The Appeals Officer conducts proceedings punctually and timely. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 3.0 

Average Rating: 3.0 
2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates open-mindedness. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates absence of arrogance. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates attentiveness 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates ability to really listen. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 3.0 

Average Rating: 3.0 
3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE Rating 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. 3.0 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. 3.0 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. 3.0 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. 3.0 

Average Rating: 3.0 
4. PERFORMANCE Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. 3.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence and 
arguments before rendering a decision. 3.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates decisiveness. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 3.0 

34 Average Rating: 3.0 



 

 

          

 

 

  

2018 SURVEY OF ROBERT ZENTZ, ESQ. CONTINUED 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY Rating 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. 3.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. 3.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. 3.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the parties 
or counsel. 3.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 3.0 
The Appeals Officer treats all people with dignity and respect. 3.0 

Average Rating: 3.0 

Retention 
Taking everything into account, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Yes, retain Appeals 
Officer Zentz., 
100.00% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Employers, 
100.00% 

Respondents' Area of Practice 

Less than 3 appearances, 100.00% 

Number of Appearances 

35



  
 

 

 

      

FY18 PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS OF 
HEARING OFFICER VICTORIA OLDENBURG, ESQ. 

Mrs. Oldenburg's contract began on September 1, 2017 with the Carson City Appeals Office.  She has 
been assigned 8 cases and as of June 28, 2018 her current caseload was 0 cases. 

2 surveys were received from representatives. 

Overall Average 5.0 
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JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT TEMPERAMENT AND LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PERFORMANCE BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY OVERALL RATING 
SKILLS DEMEANOR 

1 = Unsatisfactory, 2 = Fair 3 = Satisfactory, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent, Not Applicable Or No Opinion 
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1. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS Rating 

The Appeals Officer conducts proceedings punctually and timely. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer maintains order and appropriate control over the proceeding. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to move the proceeding in an appropriately expeditious manner. 3.5 
The Appeals Officer allows adequate time for presentation of the case in light of existing time constraints. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to promote issue resolution and settlement. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer renders rulings, decisions and orders without unnecessary delay. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer re-schedules continuances punctually and timely. 5.0 

Average Rating: 4.6 
2. TEMPERAMENT AND DEMEANOR Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates a general sense of fairness. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates open-mindedness. 4.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates courtesy to all participants. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates absence of arrogance. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates attentiveness 5.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates ability to really listen. 5.0 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates professionalism and expertise. 4.5 

Average Rating: 4.7 
3. LEGAL KNOWLEDGE Rating 

Knowledge of relevant substantive law. 3.0 
Knowledge of rules and procedure. 4.0 
Knowledge of rules of evidence. 4.0 
Current on developments in law, procedure, and evidence. 3.0 

Average Rating: 3.4 
4. PERFORMANCE Rating 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to identify and analyze relevant issues. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates sound judgment in the application of relevant laws and rules. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates a resourcefulness and common sense in resolving problems arising during the 
proceeding. 3.5 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates familiarity with the case record and documents and fairly weighs all evidence and 
arguments before rendering a decision. 5.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates decisiveness. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer conducts the proceeding without ex-parte communications or off the record proceedings. 5.0 

36 Average Rating: 4.5 



 

 

          

 

  

  

2018 SURVEY OF VICTORIA OLDENBURG, ESQ. CONTINUED 

5. BIAS AND OBJECTIVITY Rating 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an absence of bias and prejudice based on race, sex, ethnicity, religion, social 
class, or other factor. 5.0 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of litigants. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates an even-handed treatment of attorneys. 4.5 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates showing consideration of both sides of an argument before rendering a decision. 4.5 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates basing decisions on the law and the facts without regard to the identity of the parties 
or counsel. 4.5 

The Appeals Officer demonstrates the ability to make difficult or unpopular decisions. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer demonstrates the avoidance of impropriety and the appearance of impropriety. 4.5 
The Appeals Officer treats all people with dignity and respect. 4.5 

Average Rating: 4.6 

Retention 
Taking everything into account, would you recommend retaining this Appeal Officer? 

Yes, retain Appeals 
Officer Oldenburg., 

100.00% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Employers, 
100.00% 

Respondents' Area of Practice 

Less than 5 appearances, 100.00% 

Number of Appearances 

37



 

HEARINGS DIVISION 
PERFORMANCE SURVEY RESULTS 

HEARING OFFICER FY'18 

Deployment: 

Cases respondent pool was created from (from January 1, 2017) 
Las Vegas Cases: 
Carson City Cases: 

Total Cases: 

58 
24 
82 

Las Vegas Potential Respondents: 
Carson City Potential Respondents: 

Total Contacts emailed:: 

30 
7 

37 
(15 total minus 8 duplicates from LV) 

# of Cases 
Responses: during Surveys Received 

contract 
Cara Brown 5 1 
Carolyn Broussard 5 1 
Charles Cockerill 12 3 
Lorna Ward 5 1 
Mark Gentile 13 3 
Paul Lamboley 2 1 
Paul Lychuk 1 1 
Robert Zentz 13 1 
Victoria Oldenburg 8 2 

64 14 
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STATE OF NEVADA 

Department of Administration 

Division of Human Resource Management 

REGULATION WORKSHOP 

Carson City at the Legislative Counsel Bureau, 401 S. Carson Street, Room 2135, Carson City, Nevada; 

and via video conference in Las Vegas at the Grant Sawyer State Building, Room 4412E, 555 East 

Washington Avenue. 

MEETING MINUTES 

Wednesday August 30, 2017 

STAFF PRESENT IN CARSON CITY: 

Peter Long, Administrator, DHRM 

Shelley Blotter, Deputy Administrator, DHRM 

Cassie Moir, Deputy Administrator, DHRM 

Michelle Garton, Supervisory Personnel Analyst, DHRM 

Beverly Ghan, Supervisory Personnel Analyst, DHRM 

Carrie Hughes, Personnel Analyst III, DHRM 

STAFF PRESENT IN LAS VEGAS: 

None 

I. Call to order 

Shelley Blotter: Opened the meeting and explained that the reason for the workshop was to solicit 

comments from affected parties with regard to the regulations proposed for permanent adoption. Based 

on the feedback received, the proposed language may be changed or deleted and additional regulations 

may be affected. If the regulations are submitted to the Personnel Commission for adoption, amendment 

or repeal, the minutes from the workshop and any other comments received will be provided to the 

Personnel Commission when the regulation is presented for their consideration. Staff will provide an 

explanation of the proposed change with time allowed for comments.  

II. Review of Proposed Changes to NAC 284 

NEW Filling a vacancy. 

NEW “Spouse” defined. 
284.114 Affirmative action program and equal employment opportunity. 

284.027 “Budget Division” defined. 
284.126 Creation of new class, reclassification of position or reallocation of 

existing class. 

284.2508 Compensatory time: Use. 

284.458 Rejection of probationary or trial status employees. 

NEW Letter of Instruction:  Use and administration. 

NEW Report of suspension, revocation or cancellation of a professional or 

occupational license, certificate or permit or driver’s license. 
284.653 Driving under the influence; unlawful acts involving controlled 
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substance. 

284.890 Transportation of employee to and from location of screening test. 

284.692 Agreement for extension of time to file grievance or take required 

action. 

Shelley Blotter: Explained theprocess and invited attendees to provide their comments upon presentation 

of the changes. 

Beverly Ghan: Explained that as a result of regulation changes related to filling vacancies pertaining to 

reassignments and a recent change per Assembly Bill 192 as to how the 700-hour program list is handled, 

DHRM is proposing an amendment.  The amendment adds a new section to NAC 284 in order to clarify 

the process that must be used prior to filling vacancies through either competitive or noncompetitive 

means. The regulation will clarify that prior to filling any vacancy in State service in the classified 

system, the appointing authority must contact DHRM to verify if there is anyone on the reemployment 

list or through the reassignment process or on a list of persons with disabilities, commonly known as the 

700-hour list. The appointing authority can also check to see if there is anyone on a transfer list when 

applicable.  Transfer lists are only maintained during a Legislative year, until November 1st of that year 

for the Legislature transfer employees. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited comments. 

Cadence Matijevich: Acknowledged that the recent legislation makes hiring from the 700-hour list 

mandatory. She asked whether the other types, including reemployment, reassignment or transfer are 

mandatory or whether an interview is the only requirement. Beverly Ghan: Explained that the 

reemployment list is mandatory. The 700-hour list is also mandatory. Even though there is not an official 

list for the reassignment, it will take priority over both of these if someone is in the reassignment process. 

Cadence Matijevich: Requested that there be clarification in the regulation, that it direct not only to see 

if a list is available, but also what the process is for using any person on the list. It seems that the intent 

is that if there are persons on the list that the agency would indeed have to hire them. Beverly Ghan: 

Concurred, adding that the regulation will be made clearer. 

John Scarborough: Asked how this applies to NSHE with the delegation agreement. Peter Long: 

Stated that now that NSHE may or not have access to NVAPPS, because of NSHE’s new system, the 

agreement was that the process must still be followed. If needed, they may reach out to verify whether 

there are any of these types of lists or potential employees available. They are still required to follow the 

regulation. 

Janine Nelson: Acknowledged that she did not realize there was an Assembly Bill associated with this 

and requested an outline of the bill. Beverly Ghan: Explained that AB 192 essentially states that if 

anyone is on the 700-hour list, which is accumulated through the DETR Vocational Rehabilitation office. 

The normal process by DHRM, upon request for recruitment, is to send out the reemployment list first. 

If that is not used for whatever reason, DHRM issues the 700-hour list. When the 700-hour list is issued, 

agencies are now required to work with the person on the list, including reach out efforts. The person 

may be provided the essential functions of the job. If the individual signs off stating the functions can 

be performed, the job must be offered to the person. If there is more than one person on the list, they 

will not be ranked.  The agency must decide which person is the most qualified.  Janine Nelson: Noted 

that it has always been the State philosophy to first try to hire from within. She inquired whether this 

takes away the ability to manage an internal, noncompetitive appointment within the department for a 

vacancy.  Beverly Ghan: Affirmed this understanding. The regulations require that the mandatory lists 

be addressed first, followed with the normal process, if needed. Peter Long: Agreed, noting that statute 
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requires this. He compared it to the process of reemployment. If a person on the 700-hour list is capable 

of performing the essential functions, it is mandatory that they be offered the position. 

Alys Dobel: Sought clarification on reemployment, posing a scenario where a person is reverted back to 

their position, which has already been filled.  The person who is reverted back has rights to the position 

as long as they have more seniority than the person currently in the position. In a case where they do not 

have greater seniority, they are placed on the reemployment list. Peter Long: Stated that recent steps 

have been added in the restoration process. Reemployment would apply for the person who had 

backfilled. This is specifically addressed in regulation. Before a vacancy is filled, the question must 

always be asked as to whether there is a reemployment available. 

Susie Bargmann: Referred to the 700-hour list. Because this is not a ranked list, she questioned whether 

the mandatory five must be contacted. Alternatively, if an individual can be selected as the most qualified 

and subsequently chooses not to select the person, must the agency move on with the 700-hour list or is 

it now finished with the 700-hour list? Beverly Ghan: Clarified that if it there is more than one person 

on the list, the agency has the authority to choose the most qualified person, based on the information 

available. If the choice does not work out, the agency can send the list back to DHRM. Peter Long: 

Stated that this is a good question, which may need to be looked at more closely. The intent is for the 

agency to review the various people on the 700-hour list.  He stated that agencies should reach out to all 

the individual’s on the list, partly because the agency needs an understanding of an individual has any 

personal limitations.  The ability to perform the essential functions has the potential to narrow down the 

list. In summary, the agency could not simply choose the most qualified and if the individual cannot 

perform the essential functions, the agency may not disregard the other individuals, but would need to 

reach out to all of them that are available. Once it is determined which individuals meet the essential 

functions, the agency can choose the one it deems most qualified. 

Carrie Hughes: Addressed the new regulation, which defines the term “spouse” as an individual who is 
in a marriage, as well as a domestic partner, to be used throughout Nevada Administrative Code, Chapter 

284. The reference to NRS 122A.100 refers to domestic partnerships entered into in Nevada. The 

reference to NRS 122A.500 refers to partnerships entered into outside the State of Nevada. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited comments.  There were none. 

Michelle Garton: Addressed NAC 284.114, affirmative action program and equal employment 

opportunity. NRS 122A.200 states that a public agency shall not discriminate against a person on the 

basis that that person is in a domestic partnership, rather than a spouse. It also states that domestic 

partners have the same right to nondiscriminatory treatment as that provided to spouses. As such it is 

proposed to add “domestic partnership” to NAC 284.114. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited comments.  There were none. 

Michelle Garton: Addressed NAC 284.027, Budget Division defined and NAC 284.126, creation of 

new class, reclassification of position or reallocation of existing class. The purpose of the amendments 

is to reflect that the Budget Division was moved from the Department of Administration to the 

Governor’s Office of Finance in Assembly Bill 469 of the 2015 Legislative Session. This type of change 

is generally handled through codification. However, because the Legislative Council Bureau has not 

codified NAC 284 for more than two years, DHRM is proposing these changes to the regulations at this 

time. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited comments.  There were none. 
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Carrie Hughes: Discussed NAC 284.2508, compensatory time: use. In conjunction with the regulations 

and amendments proposed at the July Regulation Workshop, the amendment to NAC 284.2508 is 

proposed to address the provisions of Senate Bill 361 of the 2017 Legislative Session, which provides 

for new employment benefits and requirements relating to domestic abuse. The amendment will allow 

an employee who has been employed at least 90 days and is a victim of an act of domestic violence or 

his or her family or household member is a victim of domestic violence to take accrued compensatory 

time up to a combined maximum, potentially including annual leave, sick leave and leave without pay of 

160 hours in 12 month period following the act of domestic violence. 

Shelley Blotter: Stated that this is a companion to regulations that were proposed at a previous 

workshop.  She invited comments.  There were none. 

Michelle Garton: Addressed NAC 284.458, Rejection of probationary or trial status employee. This 

amendment will make it clear in regulation that an employee who was rejected from probation or trial 

status may not submit an appeal or a grievance as a result of the decision by the appointing authority. 

The new Subsection 3 in the regulation will allow the Administrator to remove an appeal or a grievance 

from the process, when either is filed as a result of a rejection from probation or trial status. Removing 

appeals and grievances from the process that have been inappropriately filed will improve efficiency in 

both of the processes. 

Shelley Blotter: Stated that Kevin Ranft, labor representative with AFSCME was unable to attend, but 

provided written comments.  She read his comments into the record: 

“Regarding NAC 284.458, Rejection of probationary or trial status employees. These recommended 

changes in regard to NAC 284.458 don’t address a concern that employees often see when being rejected. 

There has been many cases where an employee is rejected off of a probationary or trial status and are 

very confused with their situation. The confusion is based upon two main concerns. One, the agency 

supervisor/manager has not met the requirement of providing the three, seven and/or 11 month appraisal 

evaluation process with the employee. This is a very important process for the employee to succeed. The 

employee hasn’t received their full training or the training they have received is insufficient. I understand 

that these concerns are not always relevant in an employee’s rejection. However, a process should be 
in an NAC regulation that requires an agency supervisor or manager to meet their obligation prior to 

any employee being rejected, unless egregious circumstances exist. There have been times where an 

employee is being set up to fail by the supervisor’s inaction. There is no recourse for the employee in 
these situations and little to no accountability for the supervisor or manager. Our organization would 

like to see these concerns addressed.” 

Shelley Blotter: Invited comments.  There were none. 

Michelle Garton: Addressed a new regulation, letter of instruction: use and administration. This 

amendment was proposed by the College of Southern Nevada and will place into regulation the use and 

administration of letters of instruction, which many agencies currently use as a coaching or performance 

management tool. A letter of instruction is not part of the disciplinary process and no threat of discipline 

should be included. This regulation specifies the contents that should be included in a letter of instruction 

and what it must not contain. The requirement of a meeting between the supervisor and employee is 

included in the regulation and the retention of a letter of instruction is also addressed. Because many 

agencies have utilized letters of instruction for many years, DHRM is particularly interested in feedback 

related to this regulation. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited Mr. Scarborough or a representative from CSN to the table for comments. John 

Scarborough: Stated that he and Ms. Blotter discussed this several months ago when they proposed this, 
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in order to remove any ambiguity about exactly what a letter of instruction is. CSN uses letters of 

instruction extensively, not only for classified employees, but for academic and administrative faculty as 

a way of coaching employees so that they improve problem areas or correct misunderstandings. CSN 

appreciates the fact that DHRM has developed a regulation to address this. Shelley Blotter: Commented 

that some agencies were receiving grievances from employees, where the employee had received a letter 

of instruction. And because there was a consequence associated with the letter of instruction, the 

Employee-Management Committee viewed it as a documented oral warning. This effort is intended to 

clarify that the letter of instruction does not include any consequences and is truly meant as a training 

tool.  She invited further comments. 

Alys Dobel: Noted that the letter of instruction has been around for quite some time, but may not always 

be called a letter of instruction. It could also be referred to as a memorandum to the employee. The 

retention schedule indicates that letters of instruction are to be removed from the employee’s file. If it is 

in the supervisor’s file, it indicates it must be removed after a year.  She does not necessarily agree with 
this. Part of an employee’s supervisor’s file is the history of the employee. Letters of instruction should 

remain in the employee’s file for even two to three years, as it demonstrates improvement. If an employee 
knows the letter will be removed after one year, they may revert to previous behavior.  Shelley Blotter: 

Stated she would be happy to look into this. There are sometimes agreements made between the 

employee and the supervisor. She does not recall the provision where the letter is removed after a year, 

but she will review this. Alys Dobel: Added that she likes the policy overall, in that it clarifies what 

needs to go in a letter of instruction. She would like more information on whether a memorandum of 

understanding or similarly titled document must be specifically called a letter of instruction. Shelley 

Blotter: Noted that at this point, it is still in the formulation stage. She would see all such documents 

as similar coaching tools commonly referred to as a letter of instruction. This can be looked at for the 

possibility of creating a broader net.  She invited further comments. 

Brian Boughter: Stated that he likes the regulation. However, recently he was asked the following 

question: “Can we pull a document out of a supervisor file?  Can the supervisor do that?”  His advice to 
the employee was to share his preference for a complete supervisor file, where nothing is removed.  The 

same would apply to letters of commendation. Another reason he likes the regulation is because DETR 

has difficulty having people understand what the letter of instruction is, what information it will contain, 

whether it will contain violations, whether it can be listed as a violation or an applicable rule. DETR had 

ended up listing items as applicable rules instead of violations in order to minimize the perception of the 

disciplinary aspect. 

Gennie Hudson: Referred to Ms. Dobel’s earlier comments regarding a letter of instruction not 

necessarily being termed “letter of instruction.” Simple items such an email can serve to document a 
conversation between an employee and a supervisor and are not necessarily given formal document titles. 

Renee Depaoli: Echoed the comments, noting that when she took Progressive Discipline training, it was 

referred to in tools and training that it could be a memorandum of understanding or called something 

else. Welfare and Supportive Services uses letters of instruction on a daily basis. She appreciates that 

this regulation provides clarity to the process.  However, sometimes what such a document is called can 

make a difference in how it is received. The term “letter of instruction” has a bite to it, where a 
memorandum of understanding might be received more easily. She stated that records retention to 

working files may need to be revised. Shelley Blotter: Assured that she would look at this. There is 

opportunity to provide feedback to the committee that oversees records retention. 

Janine Nelson: Stated that she likes the regulation. She noted that item 2(d) states that “The letter of 
instruction should contain the following elements.” The term “should” seems to provide wiggle room, 

which would be helpful. Some letters of instruction may not include an associated time frame. She asked 

whether it is okay to exclude whether something is applicable, according to how the regulation is written. 
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Shelley Blotter: Stated her belief that this is correct, that it is meant to be a framework for use. Otherwise 

the regulation would read “shall include” rather than “should include.”  

Janine Nelson: Addressed number 5 and noted that the language is soft, that as an FYI, the document 

can be used to build upon discipline. Some employees are surprised that a letter of instruction may be 

referenced in an oral warning. Therefore the language in 5 is good to have and in her opinion, could be 

a little more firm that the document can be used in the progressive progress. Shelley Blotter: 

Commented that this is something that she and the Employee’s Association representatives have spoken 
about, specifically whether the document can be used in future discipline. The Division feels firmly that 

it establishes previous efforts with the employee to change behavior. 

Shelley Blotter: Read into the record an additional written comment from Kevin Ranft as follows: 

“In regards to the new NAC being proposed addressing the use of letters of instruction, this has been a 

topic for years and I am grateful that it is being addressed. Although our organization disagrees with 

an LOI being used in discipline, as it is not grievable and sometimes used inappropriately, I am hopeful 

that supervisors will use this regulation change to draft an LOI properly and the situation is corrected 

by the employee. I know that we all agree that when an LOI is used properly, it can prevent a situation 

from becoming a bigger issue. Again, I am grateful to see the LOI process being added to the NAC. I 

would like to suggest that this regulation add a Section 6 citing something similar to the following: A 

supervisor must attach a written response, if submitted by the employee to the letter of instruction. Any 

use of the letter of instruction for future discipline must include the employee’s response, if submitted.” 

Shelley Blotter: Noted some confused reaction as to what the comments mean. She surmised that if an 

employee responds to a supervisor in writing to the letter of instruction, then that response would be 

attached to the letter of instruction, in the event that the letter of instruction is used for future discipline.  

Shelley Blotter: Invited further comments.  There were none. 

Michelle Garton: Discussed a new regulation, report of suspension, revocation or cancellation of a 

professional or occupational license, certificate or permit or driver’s license. The regulation will require 

that an employee report the suspension, revocation or cancellation of a professional or occupational 

license, certificate or permit or driver’s license within five days, if holding such a license or certificate is 
stated in the work performance standards or essential functions of the employee’s position. When DHRM 

submits the regulation to the Legislative Council Bureau for pre-adoption review, it will be proposing 

that the five day requirement is five working days. The regulation supports NAC 284.646 for the 

immediate dismissal and NAC 284.650, causes for disciplinary action, by requiring a notification to the 

agency. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited comments.  

Janine Nelson: Asked whether the requirements must be included in each document, as the department 

does not typically include these requirements in work performance standards.  Michelle Garton: Stated 

that the way it is written in terms of intent, it would be “or,” as in whether it is work performance 
standards or the essential functions. 

Janine Nelson: Asked about the rationale for adding NPD-19 in. Peter Long: Replied that he would 

not be opposed to adding it. Furthermore, it could be looked at to clarify that the requirements are “or,” 
rather than “and.” The intent is that the employee be notified somewhere that the licensure is appropriate. 
Shelley Blotter: Commented that it would be appropriate to include on essential functions, as this would 

be the document to be used for reassignments. 
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Alys Dobel: Stated that within the DMV, if a position requires an employee to have a driver’s license, it 
is included in essential functions. She feels it is appropriate for inclusion in work performance standards, 

as the license must be maintained. She has worked in other agencies with employees such as social 

workers, nurses, psychologists, nurses, etc. The requirement is included on the documents, because 

CEUs must be maintained to retain licenses. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited further comments.  There were none. 

Carrie Hughes: Addressed NAC 284.653, driving under the influence: unlawful acts involving 

controlled substance. The amendment will require employees to report to their appointing authorities 

within five working days arrests and convictions relating to driving under the influence, the unlawful 

manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possessing or use of a controlled substance or violation of any state 

or federal law prohibiting the sale of a controlled substance. The report is required, regardless of whether 

the incident leading to the arrest or conviction occurs while an employee is working or is on his or her 

own personal time.  Violation of this requirement will require the dismissal of the employee. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited comments.  

Cadence Matijevich: Asked for clarification on the intent of the requirement, particularly in terms of 

something that happens off duty, noting that an arrest is not a conviction.  In addition, she asked why an 

employee must report the loss of a license, if it is not associated with the performance of their duties. 

Peter Long: Clarified that the requirement only states that if the employee fails to make the report, they 

would be dismissed.  They will not necessarily be dismissed for being arrested, as current verbiage says 

“upon conviction.” This was brought to our attention, because there have been situations where a State 

employee on their private time was arrested and did not report it to their appointing authority. For 

example, an employee receives a DUI arrest. Typically upon arrest, their license is suspended. The 

employee’s job may require a valid driver’s license. The employee may continue to illegally drive while 

on duty. It is at the discretion of the appointing authority, but the intent is to give the appointing 

authorities the tools to make this decision. Carrie Hughes: Added that the regulation is specific as to 

the types of offenses which are applicable. She does not believe that the regulation ties it to job duties. 

Cadence Matijevich: Suggested that perhaps the regulation could be narrowed to those circumstances 

where the ability to operate a motor vehicle is specifically noted. She has concern regarding the 

employee/employer relationship outside of the workplace. If the employee’s behavior outside of the 
workplace does not relate to his or her job duties and the consequences would not prevent them from 

performing their duties, she questioned the nexus. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited further comments. 

Susie Bargmann: Agreed with the prior comments. Based on how this is written, it does not indicate 

that it would be relevant to the person’s job duties. It merely indicates that an employee must report it. 
In the example of an administrative assistant, there is likely no requirement for a driver’s license. If such 

an employee does not report the act, the regulation indicates that the employee must be dismissed. 

Janine Nelson: Agreed with the prior comments with the exception that the regulation should not only 

tie to a driver’s license, but also to job duties. For example, the department would not want to have a 
substance abuse counselor providing services when they themselves have been arrested for this type of 

conviction. She suggested specificity that it be related to duties versus licensure. However, she agrees 

that it does not apply to everyone. Shelley Blotter: Stated that Ms. Nelson raises a good point. In 

situations where there is not necessarily a license requirement, certain classes of employee may be 

required to have pre-employment drug testing. She questioned whether these classes would be covered 
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in this situation and how they would be linked in order for the employee to be informed that an arrest 

would need to be reported. Janine Nelson: Stated she would need to think through the various customers 

to answer the question, however, she likes the idea to tie to the class. For example, childcare workers do 

not have to have a license, but they do have to pass certain background check requirements. 

Peter Long: Noted that the intent is to assist the agencies as well as the employees.  The idea is that the 

employer is at least made aware of any arrests and potential loss of licensure. Alys Dobel: Commented 

that on a personal level, she would not want her rights to be violated. The DMV runs background 

clearances. Incidents only show up if they are a true conviction. Because the DMV must follow federal 

and state laws, they have drafted disclosure statements for employees to sign, if they are in positions that 

would require a specific clearance to continue in their jobs. Peter Long: Added that some agency 

positions have certain criteria they must meet, which may not fall under drug or substance abuse 

violations. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited further comments.  

Brian Boughter: Said that he was curious as to how this reconciles with recent legislation regarding 

“Ban the Box” and background information. The guidance essentially states that the employer should 
not be seeing background information until after someone has been offered a job. Peter Long: 

Acknowledged the comments, but stated that “Ban the Box” was specific to not discriminating based on 

background of this type for employment.  This regulation refers to current employees. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited further comments.  There were none. 

Carrie Hughes: Discussed NAC 284.890, transportation of employee to and from location of screening 

test. As the use of alcohol and/or drugs can at times lead to a need for immediate medical intervention, 

the intent of the amendment is to provide agencies with the flexibility to respond as necessary to ensure 

an employee’s safety when arranging for appropriate transportation following a screening test that does 
not immediately establish an employee is not impaired. The determination that an employee needs 

emergency medical assistance does not necessarily require a medical professional’s evaluation, but 
instead, this regulation relies upon the reasonable person standard. Additionally, it allows for an 

employee to choose to make his or her own transportation arrangements. However, all three options in 

the regulation continue to require an appointing authority to actively ensure that an employee has 

appropriate transportation. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited comments.  There were none. 

Michelle Garton: Explained that amendment to NAC 284.692, agreement for extension of time to file a 

grievance or take required action, was proposed by the Department of Employment, Training and 

Rehabilitation. There are times when an employee or agency representative are out of the office for an 

extended period of time and unavailable to enter into a written agreement for the extension of time to file 

a grievance or take required action. This amendment will allow for an exception to the agreement in 

these types of documented situations, which would be granted or denied by DHRM. Examples of such 

absences are listed in the regulation and the granting or denial of the exception could be reviewed by the 

Employee-Management Committee, if the grievance proceeds to a hearing. She invited Mr. Boughter to 

provide comments. 

Brian Boughter: Stated that the Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation recently 

experienced a grievance situation whereby this regulation change was proposed. The Department had an 

employee who went out on a short-term disability event and was unable to be reached. In terms of the 

spirit and intent of the grievance process, a meeting should take place at the lowest level and each 
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proceeding level with the employee. If the employee is unavailable, they have the right to go into the 

NEATS system and escalate their grievance without having any conversation or interaction. This is an 

attempt to give the agency an opportunity to get to the employee at the lowest level, if possible. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited further comments. There were none. She thanked everyone for their attendance 

at the workshop. She further invited attendees to forward additional comments and questions. The 

proposed changes will be submitted within the next few days to the Legislative Council Bureau for pre-

adoption review. 

III. Adjournment 

Shelley Blotter: Adjourned the meeting. 
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STATE OF NEVADA 

Department of Administration 

Division of Human Resource Management 

REGULATION WORKSHOP 

Held at the Legislative Counsel Bureau, 401 S. Carson Street, Room 2135, Carson City, 

Nevada; and via video conference in Las Vegas at the Grant Sawyer State Building, Room 

4412E, 555 East Washington Avenue. 

MEETING MINUTES 

Wednesday, March 7, 2018 

STAFF PRESENT IN CARSON CITY: 

Peter Long, Administrator, DHRM 

Shelley Blotter, Deputy Administrator, DHRM 

Michelle Garton, Supervisory Personnel Analyst, DHRM 

Carrie Hughes, Personnel Analyst, DHRM 

OTHERS PRESENT IN CARSON CITY: 

Mavis Affo, Personnel Officer, Public Safety 

Allison Wall, Personnel Officer, NDOT 

Oscar Fuentes, Insurance/Loss Prevention Specialist, NDOT 

Gennie Hudson, Personnel Officer, DHRM 

Alys Dobel, Personnel Officer, DMV 

I. CALL TO ORDER 

Shelley Blotter: Opened the meeting and introduced herself as the Deputy Administrator for 

DHRM. She explained that the reason for the workshop was to solicit comments from affected 

parties with regard to the regulations proposed for permanent adoption. Based on the feedback 

received, the proposed language may be changed or deleted and additional regulations may be 

affected. If the regulations are submitted to the Personnel Commission for adoption, 

amendment or repeal, the minutes from the workshop and any other comments received will 

be provided to the Personnel Commission when the regulation is presented for their 

consideration. Staff will provide an explanation of the proposed change with time allowed 

for comments.  

II. Review of Proposed Changes to NAC 284 

NEW Refusal to submit to a screening test: Reasons an applicant or 

employee shall be deemed to have refused a test; potential 

consequences of a refusal to submit to a screening test. 

284.893 Return to work of employee who tests positive for alcohol or 

controlled substance while on duty. 
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284.890 Transportation of employee to and from location of screening test. 

284.578 Leave of absence without pay. 

284.470 Preparation, filing, contents, discussion and distribution of reports; 

powers and duties of employees; review; adjustment of grievances 

284.478 Appeal of decision of reviewing officer. 

284.658 “Complaint” and “Grievance” defined. 
284.678 Submission, form and contents of grievance; informal discussions. 

Carrie Hughes: Addressed a proposed new regulation, Refusal to submit to a screening test: 

Reasons an applicant or employee shall be deemed to have refused a test; potential 

consequences of a refusal to submit to a screening test. NAC 284.882 adopts the U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services standards for federal workplace drug testing 

programs by reference, which outlines what constitutes a refusal to submit to a drug test and 

the consequences for refusing to submit. However, due to concerns raised by a 2017 hearing 

officer decision and a need to address what constitutes a refusal to submit to an alcohol test, 

DHRM proposes the new regulation, which is based on the adopted federal workplace 

guidelines. Subsection 1 defines the terminology used in the regulation. Subsection 2 outlines 

what constitutes a refusal to test. Subsections 3 and 4 address the consequences for an 

employment candidate or employee who refuses to submit to an alcohol or drug test. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited questions or comments regarding the regulation. Allison Wall: 

Introduced herself as NDOT HR Manager. She noted that she would be submitting comments 

in writing, however she also wished to place her comments on the record at this time. She 

stated that NDOT recently encountered such a situation. Under 2(e) of the regulation, the 

language states, “Fails to provide a sufficient amount,” which refers to a “shy bladder situation” 
through “required medical evaluation.” She noted that the Federal HHS does not refer to this 
and asked whether the State of Nevada will require the medical evaluation for non-DOT testing.  

Carrie Hughes: Explained that the intent is not to add a Substance Abuse Professional (SAP) 

evaluation requirement. The standards referred to here are different than those of the DOT.  

These are the mandatory guidelines for federal agencies. The requirement was seen in the 

guidelines, which is why it was included in this regulation. Allison Wall: Stated that her 

department did not find this when they were dealing with a non-DOT. The Drug and Alcohol 

Program referred them back to the federal HHS program, however, they did not find the 

language there. Another issue is in regard to the “Alternate specimen.” The HHS referred 

them back to the State policy in addressing a situation where the individual is not able to 

produce a sufficient sample volume.  She inquired as to whether a standard protocol would be 

created for an alternate specimen provision. The requirements currently state that the drug and 

alcohol testing company is required to call the DER (designated employer representative) to 

receive authorization for an alternate specimen. She asked whether this is being reviewed by 

DHRM. Oscar Fuentes: Introduced himself as Safety Manager for NDOT. He addressed the 

refusal portion of requiring a specimen as well as the alternative collection method. Alternative 

methods such as blood testing is not included in the NRS or NAC, which would assist the 

agency in managing the situation. Shelley Blotter: Suggested an offline meeting to address 

the specific concerns. 

Oscar Fuentes: Referenced to 2(c), “Fails to provide a sufficient amount of specimen when 
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directed and it has been determined through a required medical evaluation that there was no 

legitimate medical explanation for the failure.” He addressed the issue of how much time the 

employee would be allowed in terms of obtaining the medical evaluation. Without specifically 

addressing this, it will be left open to interpretation for both employees and management.  

Carrie Hughes: Cited to 2(f), “If they fail to undergo the medical evaluation or evaluation as 

directed by the appointing authority,” and stated that this appears to give the agency control of 

setting up and mandating the timeline. Allison Wall: Recommended looking at the DOT 

requirements, as no information was found in the federal HHS regarding providing insufficient 

specimen and referral for a medical examination in a non-DOT test.  It may be helpful to have 

the same guidelines as the DOT in order to prevent statewide inconsistency.  The DOT allows 

a five-day window. 

Carrie Hughes: Noted that comments are also requested on the portion of the regulation in 

Subsection 4 regarding consequences for employees who refuse to submit when applying for 

another State position. Gennie Hudson: Introduced herself as being from Agency HR Services 

and recommended there be a consequence for such a refusal, as this means the individual would 

likely refuse to take tests for other purposes as well. Carrie Hughes: Stated that the reference 

to consequences is meant to address discipline. 

Alys Dobel: Introduced herself as being from the DMV. She agrees with Ms. Hughes and 

also with Ms. Hudson on the issue of employees moving between agencies. However, she 

would appreciate clarification on the question of where the authority begins and ends between 

the agency releasing the employee and the agency receiving the employee. This would 

particularly reference an instance that has the potential to lead to the employee’s suspension, 

demotion or termination and any possible disciplinary action. Shelley Blotter: Clarified that 

this is a situation in which an employee holds a position where they were not required to have 

pre-employment drug testing and are moving into a position that does require pre-employment 

drug testing and that the employee refuses such testing. The question is whether there should 

be a consequence to the employee for such refusal. Alys Dobel: Agreed that there should be 

consequences for such a refusal. If there is no consequence, the agency receiving the employee 

will have no knowledge of what transpired. Shelley Blotter: Stated that the receiving agency 

would be free to refuse to hire an employee who refused to take the required drug test.  

Peter Long: Said DHRM would not want to put anything in regulation that penalizes an 

employee who was not required to do drug testing in their current position simply because they 

refuse to take a drug test for a position for which they applied that required that testing. If their 

current position does not require drug testing, they are being penalized for refusing to test for 

another position in their current agency, which is the intent of the regulation. Alys Dobel:  

Stated that she did not initially understand this and apologizes. She has worked at other 

agencies as well as the DMV, where failure to take the required preemployment testing within 

24 hours results in the offer being rescinded. Gennie Hudson: Said that based upon Mr. 

Long’s statements, she would agree that perhaps it is not in the regulation, but would be in the 

prohibitions and penalties for the current agency of the employee. A recent situation in her 

division was that an employee got reverted back to their prior agency. That agency requires a 

fingerprint background check. The employee at first refused to do the check and finally agreed 

to take it, when she was shown the prohibition and penalties. Peter Long: Said that DHRM 
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will take a look at the issue, however, he is unsure that this is the appropriate section to address 

it. Hopefully the prohibitions and penalties are supported by statute or regulation and he would 

like to make sure they all tie together. 

Allison Wall: Asked whether there is a current notification process between agencies regarding 

refusal or failure of drug testing. Carrie Hughes: Stated that she is not aware of a requirement 

within regulation. She cannot speak to whether the agency chooses to communicate such 

results or refusals to the other agency. Allison Wall: Recommends from NDOT that they do 

not impose a consequence, unless the issue is looked at holistically. Imposing a consequence 

for a refusal requires clear regulations that also identify guidance for a failure. At this point, 

she does not receive notice from other agencies regarding refusal to test or a fail. An employee 

whose car breaks down and is unable to take the test within 24 hours would be considered a 

fail. She would then be required to report this as a failed drug test to the other agency when in 

reality they just did not show up for the test within 24 hours. This provision would require a 

significant number of accompanying regulations. She does not feel it should be a consequence 

within this section. 

Carrie Hughes: Discussed NAC 284.893, Return to work of employee who tests positive for 

alcohol or a controlled substance while on duty. The amendment removes Subsection 3, as it 

is now being included as Subsection 4 of the previously discussed proposed new regulation. 

Shelley Blotter: Clarified that if the new section were adopted, this language would be 

removed.  She invited questions or comments.  There were none. 

Carrie Hughes: Addressed NAC 284.890, Transportation of employee to and from location 

of screening test. This amendment is being proposed to clarify that an appointing authority is 

responsible for providing transportation for an employee, only when the test is based on 

reasonable suspicion of impairment. The handout provided shows the language proposed at 

the workshop as well as the proposed language in LCB File R118-17, which will be taken to 

an upcoming Personnel Commission meeting. Shelley Blotter: Noted that a Personnel 

Commission meeting was scheduled last Friday, however due to a snow day in northern 

Nevada, the meeting is rescheduled for March 19th. Regulations will not be heard at that 

meeting, but will be discussed during the June Personnel Commission meeting. Allison Wall: 

Referred to part two of the handout and asked, “When it says, ‘as appropriate,’ is that referring 
to the addition of the green in number one?” Shelley Blotter: Stated her belief that the “as 

appropriate” is referring to (a), (b), or (c). Allison Wall: Clarified that the intent that the “as 

appropriate” is referring to number one and not referring to A, B and C. Carrie Hughes:  

Stated that Subsection 1 speaks to providing transportation to the location of the test, whereas 

Subsection 2 is talking about after the test is conducted.  They are two different situations.  

Allison Wall: Asked for clarification that the division should not have to provide transportation 

home for the employee, if they are not under reasonable suspicion or in a workers’ 
compensation situation. Shelley Blotter: Stated that if the individual goes in for a 

preemployment screening test, they are not being provided transportation. Alys Dobel: Noted 

that Ms. Wall brings up a good point with workers’ compensation; that is, if the employee is 

in an accident and is required to submit to testing, the department will not be required to provide 

transportation after testing. Carrie Hughes: Stated that workers’ compensation had not 
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specifically been discussed.  However, Subsection 2 only talks about after the test.  It does not 

include the reasonable suspicion language. Shelley Blotter: Added that transporting an 

employee for workers’ comp would depend on the situation and whether the supervisor 

believes the employee is under the influence. The proposed regulation relates specifically to 

pre-employment testing, for which there would be no transportation obligation. In a case of 

reasonable suspicion, there are obligations to ensure that the employee is either returned to 

their home or receives additional medical attention, if necessary. She invited additional 

comments.  There were none. 

Carrie Hughes: Addressed NAC 284.578, Leave of absence without pay. The language is 

being removed to be consistent with the matching provisions in NAC 284.2508 relating to 

compensatory time, NAC 284.539 relating to annual leave and NAC 284.554, relating to sick 

leave. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited questions or comments.  There were none. 

Michelle Garton: Introduced herself as the Supervisory Personnel Analyst for DHRM’s 

Consultation and Accountability Unit. The intent of the amendments to the next three 

regulations is to allow an employee to file a grievance on a contested report on performance, 

only if the overall rating remains “Does not meet standards” after the final decision of the 
appointing authority review. She reviewed the amendments to each regulation. The significant 

change to NAC 284.470 is contained in Subsection 14, which discusses using the grievance 

process, if there is no response by the appointing authority to a request for review of a contested 

report on performance. The language in the subsection is amended to allow for an employee 

to file a grievance, if no response is received, only if the overall rating on the evaluation is 

“does not meet standards.” Subsection 9 addresses that a discussion between the employee and 

supervisor is required and also that the employee must sign and return the report on 

performance to his or her supervisor within ten working days after the discussion. 

Subparagraph A is specific to when an employee does not contest the report on performance, 

so reviewing officer has been removed. Subparagraph (b) is specific to when an employee 

contests a report on performance, so language has been added to say that a contested report on 

performance will be forwarded to the appointing authority or the designated reviewing officer.  

Subsection 10 addresses when an employee is unavailable for the discussion required in 

Subsection 9 and the amendments mirror what was outlined regarding Subsection 9. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited questions or comments. Alys Dobel: Sought clarification on 

Subsection 10 in regard to whether electronic mail is allowable. Shelley Blotter: Stated that 

the section does not specify the type of mail. The regulation states that notification of 

disciplinary action should be given more formally than electronic format. Peter Long: Asked 

whether it would be helpful to replace the word “mail” with “deliver.” Alys Dobel: Stated 

that she likes that proposal. Shelley Blotter: Invited additional questions or comments. Alys 

Dobel: Referred to Subsection 4 and stated her understanding that it is only after the employee 

has received a substandard evaluation and has not identified specific points of concern.  Peter 

Long: Explained that all three regulations are written to apply the proposed new limitation on 

filing a grievance. This would be that an employee could not grieve a performance appraisal, 

unless it was below standard overall. They could have an element or two that was rated below 
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standard, which would not allow them to grieve. It must be an overall rating of below standard 

or substandard. Shelley Blotter: That this would apply to the results found after the reviewing 

officer’s review. Alys Dobel: Stated that she disagrees for several reasons. One reason is that 

she does not merely look at the overall rating when hiring an employee from another area. The 

language in the comments are also considered.  If this would impact the person working at the 

agency, there would be concerns, depending on what was written. In the past, there has been 

an instance where clarification was needed on the language in the review, including discussions 

with the individual’s current supervisor and the individual themselves. If the employee had 
not had the right to go before the EMC, there may have been some internal bias. Typically, 

the person doing the review is an internal individual. She requested that individuals be allowed 

to go to the EMC to address language contained in their review that they may have an issue 

with.  

Peter Long: Commented that to the best of his knowledge, a grievance on a below standard 

evaluation has never resulted in an EMC decision to overturn the overall appraisal. Alys 

Dobel: Commented that some employees may fear making waves and feel more comfortable 

once they file a grievance from the standpoint of feeling protected against retaliation.  Gennie 

Hudson: Agreed, noting that some employees would prefer to file a grievance from any 

substandard rating and/or any comments in their evaluation. These employees would be very 

unhappy upon losing this ability. If percentages were to “go away” from the evaluation form, 

this could potentially change the overall ending result of the evaluation. Peter Long: Stated 

that this comment moves into territory that has not been approved one way or another. Allison 

Wall: Commented that the EMC currently receives grievances on “just about everything,” and 

is then free to decline to hear the grievance based on lack of jurisdiction. She asked for 

clarification that EMC would truly be declining to hear the grievances. Peter Long: Confirmed 

that the proposed regulation would allow DHRM to remove this from the grievance process, if 

the result was not a below standard. Allison Wall: Asked if they would remove it at Level 1, 

if the agency notified them. Shelley Blotter: Stated that the remaining regulation changes 

would be presented and then there would be a response to this question. 

Michelle Garton: Addressed NAC 284.478. The amendment to this regulation will allow for 

an employee to use the grievance process for a report on performance only when the overall 

rating of the report remains, “does not meet standards,” after a final decision has been made by 
the appointing authority following a review of the contested report.  The amendment for NAC 

284.658 includes the word “substandard” as it relates to a contested report of performance into 

the definition of grievance. Allison Wall: Said that currently, the agency goes through the 

three steps trying to resolve the issue in-house, but the EMC has already heard multiple 

grievances and cases, resulting in an ability to do anything for the grievant, who is at a specified 

standard, including exceeds standard. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited further questions or comments.  There were none. 

Michelle Garton: Discussed NAC 284.678. Language in this regulation has been added to 

Subsection 1, which will require an informal discussion between the parties to a grievance 

during the 20 working days after the date of the event leading to the grievance or the date when 

the employee learns of the event leading to the grievance. Also, it would be required that the 
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date and time of the meeting must be included in the statement of the grievance. Input is 

desired regarding the provision to include the date and time. Shelley Blotter: Commented that 

this regulation was by request and asked for input. Mavis Affo: Introduced herself as being 

from Public Safety and stated that the date is helpful, however time could be cumbersome.  

There may be cases where no one knows the time. In cases where the time is known, it would 

be helpful. She asked for clarification that it was the employee’s responsibility to document 
the date and time in the grievance and what the consequences of not including the information 

might be. Michelle Garton: Said there are likely to be many times were an employee will not 

include this in the details tab.  In that case, it would be appropriate that it is documented in the 

details or in the step one response. Mavis Affo: Agreed with this approach, stating that it 

would not be significant enough to kick the grievance out of the process. It could be submitted 

via addendum by the employee, which the HR office can include as part of the grievance. 

Michelle Garton: Added that it could be at any of the other steps, but also in the log notes.  

Mavis Affo: Stated that this is important, because there are times when both sides fail to have 

a meaningful discussion which could have led to the resolution of the concern all together. As 

such, making it a requirement for them to have a dialogue serves an important purpose. Alys 

Dobel: Voiced agreement with Ms. Affo’s comments. The conversation is very important.  

Many times, the employees do not attempt to resolve the issue within the 20 days. 

Shelley Blotter: Invited further questions or comments. There were none. She expressed 

appreciation for all the comments provided. She invited further comment submissions via 

email or comment card. 

III. ADJOURNMENT 

Shelley Blotter: Adjourned the meeting. 
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Personnel Commission Meeting 
September 7, 2018 

FOR DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 

The following regulations have been proposed for permanent adoption.  A brief explanation 
precedes each section and summarizes the intent of the regulation change. NOTE:  Language in 
italics is new, and language in brackets [omitted material] is to be omitted. 

The following summarizes the recommended action of the Personnel Commission and identifies 
if there has been support or opposition to the proposed action. 

LCB File No. R118-17 
The Division of Human Resource Management recommends the regulation amendments contained 
in LCB File No. R118-17. 

First, a new regulation is proposed which requires an employee to report the suspension, revocation 
or cancellation of a professional or occupational license, certificate or permit or a driver’s license 
to his or her appointing authority.  This regulation also includes a timeframe of 5 working days to 
report such a suspension, revocation or cancellation, and the consequences of not making a report. 

Next, a new regulation is proposed which requires an employee to report being arrested for, 
charged with or convicted of any offense to his or her appointing authority, also within a 5 working 
day time frame, if the arrest, charge or conviction makes the employee temporarily or permanently 
unable to perform his or her duties.  Consequences of failing to make this type of report are 
included in this new regulation as well. 

Conforming changes to disciplinary regulations necessary as a result of the two newly proposed 
regulations are included in this LCB File. 

The proposed amendment to NAC 284.653 expands the requirement that an employee report a 
conviction related to driving under the influence or unlawful acts involving controlled substances, 
to also require that an employee report such an arrest, charge or conviction during working or 
nonworking hours.  A timeframe of 5 working days remains a requirement in this proposed 
amendment.  The consequences of failing to make this type of report is also included in this 
amendment. 

Finally, the amendment to NAC 284.890 will allow an appointing authority additional options 
regarding next steps for an employee after he or she has submitted to a screening test.  In addition 
to providing transportation home, an appointing authority may also assist the employee in 
arranging transportation by a person of his or her choosing, or arrange for medical assistance, as 
appropriate. 

Comments received at the August 30, 2017 Regulation Workshop were generally in support of the 
regulations.   
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LCB File No. R118-17 

Section 1. Chapter 284 of NAC is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth 
as sections 2 and 3 of this regulation. 

Sec. 2.  

Explanation of Proposed Change: This amendment, proposed by the Division of Human 
Resource Management, amends NAC 284 by adding a new section to require an employee to report 
within 5 working days the suspension, revocation or cancellation of a license, certificate or permit 
which is a requirement of the position.  Subparagraph (e) of subsection 2 of NAC 284.646 allows 
for the immediate dismissal of an employee who has had such a license, certificate or permit 
suspended, revoked or cancelled. 

NEW  Report of suspension, revocation or cancellation of a professional or occupational 
license, certificate or permit or driver’s license. 
1. An employee must report the suspension, revocation or cancellation of a professional or 

occupational license, certificate or permit or driver’s license to his or her appointing authority 
within 5 working days after the suspension, revocation or cancellation occurs if the possession 
of the professional or occupational license, certificate or permit or driver’s license is a 
requirement of the position at the time of appointment as stated in the standards of work 
performance, essential functions or class specifications for the position, or in other 
documentation provided to the employee at the time of appointment, or required thereafter 
pursuant to federal or state law. 
2. If an employee fails to make the report required pursuant to subsection 1: 
(a) The appointing authority may immediately dismiss the employee pursuant to subsection 2 

of NAC 284.646; or 
(b) Appropriate disciplinary or corrective action may be taken against the employee pursuant 

to NAC 284.650. 

Sec. 3.   

Explanation of Proposed Change: This amendment, proposed by the Division of Human 
Resource Management, amends NAC 284 by adding a new section to require an employee to report 
being arrested for, charged with or convicted of an offense that either temporarily or permanently 
results in the employee not being able to perform the duties of his or her position. 

This regulation is proposed due to situations where off duty behavior has resulted in an employee 
not being able to perform his or her duties.  It is important for an appointing authority to know of 
an arrest, charge, or conviction in order to make a determination if the employee can no longer 
serve in his or her position, may need to be placed on leave, or take any other action to protect the 
public that is served. 

NEW  Report of arrest, charge or conviction of an offense. 
1. An employee or a designated representative of the employee must report being arrested 

for, charged with or convicted of any offense, including, without limitation, being arrested for, 
charged with or convicted of an offense that took place during working or nonworking hours, to 
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his or her appointing authority within 5 working days after the arrest, charge or conviction 
occurs if the arrest, charge or conviction results in the employee being temporarily or 
permanently unable to perform the duties of his or her position. 
2. An employee must make the report required pursuant to subsection 1 in every situation 

where the arrest, charge or conviction results in the employee being temporarily or permanently 
unable to perform the duties of his or her position, even if the employee: 
(a) Is not absent from work as a result of an arrest, charge or conviction; or 
(b) Is absent from work as a result of an arrest, charge or conviction and the absence is: 
(1) Authorized by his or her appointing authority; or 
(2) Unauthorized. 

3. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6 of NAC 284.653, if an employee fails to make 
the report required pursuant to subsection 1: 
(a) The appointing authority may immediately dismiss the employee pursuant to subsection 2 

of NAC 284.646; or 
(b) Appropriate disciplinary or corrective action may be taken against the employee pursuant 

to NAC 284.650. 

Sec. 4.  NAC 284.646 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

Explanation of Proposed Change: Proposed by the Division of Human Resource Management, 
this amendment allows an appointing authority to immediately dismiss or discipline an employee 
in accordance with Sections 2 and 3 of this LCB File. 

NAC 284.646 Dismissals. (NRS 284.065, 284.155, 284.383, 284.385, 284.390) 
1. An appointing authority may dismiss an employee for any cause set forth in NAC 284.650 

if: 
(a) The agency with which the employee is employed has adopted any rules or policies which 

authorize the dismissal of an employee for such a cause; or 
(b) The seriousness of the offense or condition warrants such dismissal. 
2. An appointing authority may immediately dismiss an employee pursuant to the standards 

and procedures set forth in NAC 284.6563 for the following causes, unless the conduct is 
authorized pursuant to a rule or policy adopted by the agency with which the employee is employed: 
(a) Intentionally viewing or distributing pornographic material at the premises of the workplace, 

including, without limitation, intentionally viewing or distributing pornographic material on any 
computer owned by the State, unless such viewing or distributing is a requirement of the employee’s 
position ; [.] 
(b) Unauthorized release or use of confidential information ; [.] 
(c) Participation in sexual conduct on the premises of the workplace, including, without 

limitation, participation in sexual conduct in a vehicle that is owned by the State ; [.] 
(d) Absence without approved leave for 3 consecutive days during which the employee is 

scheduled to work ; [.] 
(e) The suspension, revocation or cancellation of a professional or occupational license, 

certificate or permit or driver’s license if the possession of the professional or occupational license, 
certificate or permit or driver’s license is a requirement of the position at the time of appointment 
as stated in the standards of work performance, essential functions or class specifications for the 
position, or in other documentation provided to the employee at the time of appointment, or required 
thereafter pursuant to federal or state law ; [.] 
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(f) Threatening another person with a deadly weapon during any time in which the employee is: 
(1) On the premises of the workplace; or 
(2) Conducting state business or otherwise performing any duties of employment ; [.] 

(g) Stealing or misappropriating any property that is owned by the State or located on state 
property [.] ; 
(h) Failure to report the suspension, revocation or cancellation of a professional or 

occupational license, certificate or permit or driver’s license pursuant to section 2 of this 
regulation if the possession of the professional or occupational license, certificate or permit or 
driver’s license is a requirement of the position at the time of appointment as stated in the 
standards of work performance, essential functions or class specifications for the position, or in 
other documentation provided to the employee at the time of appointment, or required thereafter 
pursuant to federal or state law; or 
(i) Failure to report being arrested for, charged with or convicted of any offense pursuant to 

section 3 of this regulation if the arrest, charge or conviction results in the employee being 
temporarily or permanently unable to perform the duties of his or her position. 
3. The rights and procedures set forth in NAC 284.655 to 284.6563, inclusive, apply to any 

dismissal made pursuant to this section. 
4. As used in this section: 
(a) “Material” has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 201.2581. 
(b) “Nudity” has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 201.261. 
(c) “Pornographic material” means material that, all or in part, contains any description or 

representation of nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement or sado-masochistic abuse which 
predominantly appeals to the prurient, shameful or morbid interest of adults and is without serious 
literary, artistic, political or scientific value. 
(d) “Sado-masochistic abuse” has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 201.262. 
(e) “Sexual excitement” has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 201.264. 
[Personnel Div., Rule XII § C, eff. 8-11-73]—(NAC A by Dep’t of Personnel, 10-26-84; A by 

Personnel Comm’n by R147-06, 12-7-2006; R063-09, 11-25-2009; R027-11, 12-30-2011) 

Sec. 5.  NAC 284.650 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

Explanation of Proposed Change: Proposed by the Division of Human Resource Management, 
this amendment allows an appointing authority to discipline an employee in accordance with 
sections 2 and 3 of this LCB File. 

NAC 284.650 Causes for disciplinary action. (NRS 284.065, 284.155, 284.383) 
Appropriate disciplinary or corrective action may be taken for any of the following causes: 
1. Activity which is incompatible with an employee’s conditions of employment established 

by law or which violates a provision of NAC 284.653 or 284.738 to 284.771, inclusive. 
2. Disgraceful personal conduct which impairs the performance of a job or causes discredit to 

the agency. 
3. The employee of any institution administering a security program, in the considered 

judgment of the appointing authority, violates or endangers the security of the institution. 
4. Discourteous treatment of the public or fellow employees while on duty. 
5. Incompetence or inefficiency. 
6. Insubordination or willful disobedience. 
7. Inexcusable neglect of duty. 
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8. Fraud in securing appointment. 
9. Prohibited political activity. 
10. Dishonesty. 
11. Abuse, damage to or waste of public equipment, property or supplies because of 

inexcusable negligence or willful acts. 
12. Drug or alcohol abuse as described in NRS 284.4062 and NAC 284.884. 
13. Conviction of any criminal act involving moral turpitude. 
14. Being under the influence of intoxicants, a controlled substance without a medical doctor’s 

prescription or any other illegally used substances while on duty. 
15. Unauthorized absence from duty or abuse of leave privileges. 
16. Violation of any rule of the Commission. 
17. Falsification of any records. 
18. Misrepresentation of official capacity or authority. 
19. Violation of any safety rule adopted or enforced by the employee’s appointing authority. 
20. Carrying, while on the premises of the workplace, any firearm which is not required for 

the performance of the employee’s current job duties or authorized by his or her appointing 
authority. 
21. Any act of violence which arises out of or in the course of the performance of the 

employee’s duties, including, without limitation, stalking, conduct that is threatening or 
intimidating, assault or battery. 
22. Failure to participate in any investigation of alleged discrimination, including, without 

limitation, an investigation concerning sexual harassment. 
23. Failure to participate in an administrative investigation authorized by the employee’s 

appointing authority. 
24. Failure to report the suspension, revocation or cancellation of a professional or 

occupational license, certificate or permit or driver’s license pursuant to section 2 of this 
regulation if the possession of the professional or occupational license, certificate or permit or 
driver’s license is a requirement of the position at the time of appointment as stated in the 
standards of work performance, essential functions or class specifications for the position, or in 
other documentation provided to the employee at the time of appointment, or required thereafter 
pursuant to federal or state law. 
25. Failure to report being arrested for, charged with or convicted of any offense pursuant 

to section 3 of this regulation if the arrest, charge or conviction results in the employee being 
temporarily or permanently unable to perform the duties of his or her position. 
[Personnel Div., Rule XII § D, eff. 8-11-73]—(NAC A by Dep’t of Personnel, 10-26-84; 7-22-

87; 12-26-91; 7-1-94; 11-16-95; R031-98, 4-17-98; A by Personnel Comm’n by R065-98, 7-24-98; 
R147-06, 12-7-2006) 

Sec. 6.  NAC 284.653 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

Explanation of Proposed Change: This amendment, proposed by the Division of Human 
Resource Management, requires an employee to report being arrested for, charged with, or 
convicted of an offense related to drugs or alcohol.  Additionally, the amendment includes that an 
employee is required to report arrests, charges, or convictions for an offense that occurred during 
his or her personal time away from the workplace if the arrest, charge, or conviction results in the 
employee’s inability to temporarily or permanently perform the duties of his or her position. 
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NAC 284.653 Driving under the influence; unlawful acts involving controlled substance. 
(NRS 284.065, 284.155, 284.383, 284.385, 284.407) 
1. An employee is subject to any disciplinary action set forth in subsection 2, as determined by 

the appointing authority, if the employee is convicted of any of the following offenses: 
(a) If the offense occurred while the employee was driving a state vehicle, or a privately owned 

vehicle on state business: 
(1) Driving under the influence in violation of NRS 484C.110; or 
(2) Any offense resulting from an incident in which the employee was: 
(I) Originally charged with driving under the influence; or 
(II) Charged with any other offense for which driving under the influence is an element of 

the offense. 
(b) The unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possession or use of a controlled 

substance on the premises of the workplace or on state business. 
2. An appointing authority may impose the following disciplinary actions if an employee is 

convicted of an offense set forth in subsection 1: 
(a) For the first offense: 
(1) Dismissal; 
(2) Demotion, if permitted by the organizational structure of the agency for which he or she 

is employed; 
(3) Suspension for 30 calendar days; or 
(4) Suspension for 30 calendar days and demotion. 

(b) For the second offense within 5 years, dismissal. 
3. An employee who is suspended or demoted pursuant to subsection 2 must: 
(a) Agree to be evaluated through an employee assistance program; and 
(b) Complete any program of treatment recommended by the evaluation. 
4. If an employee fails to complete the program of treatment, the appointing authority must 

dismiss the employee. 
5. Pursuant to NRS 193.105, an employee who is convicted of violating any state or federal 

law prohibiting the sale of a controlled substance must be dismissed. 
6. An employee must report [a conviction] being arrested for, charged with or convicted of 

any offense described in this section , including, without limitation, being arrested for, charged 
with or convicted of an offense that took place during working or nonworking hours, to his or 
her appointing authority within 5 working days after it occurs [.] if the arrest, charge or conviction 
results in the employee being temporarily or permanently unable to perform the duties of his or 
her position. If the employee fails to make [that] such a report, [he or she must be dismissed.] the 
appointing authority shall immediately dismiss the employee. 
(Added to NAC by Dep’t of Personnel, eff. 7-22-87; A 4-20-90; 3-27-92; A by Personnel 

Comm’n by R147-06, 12-7-2006; R141-07, 1-30-2008) 

Sec. 7.  NAC 284.890 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

Explanation of Proposed Change: This amendment, proposed by the Division of Human 
Resource Management, will provide agencies flexibility in assuring that an employee is safely 
transported from the test location when he or she will not be returning to the workplace due to a 
positive test result, no immediate test result, or because it is the end of the workday.  The addition 
to the regulation allowing an employee to make his or her own transportation arrangements is 
intended to provide an employee with an additional option.  It is not the intent to remove the 
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agency’s responsibility to ensure the employee’s transportation.  The amendment also allows an 
agency, as needed, to respond to an obvious medical crisis that happens prior to or during 
transportation of the employee following the test. 

NAC 284.890 Transportation of employee to and from location of screening test. (NRS 
284.065, 284.155, 284.407) 
1. If an appointing authority requests an employee [is required] to submit to a screening test 

[,] based on the reasonable belief of the appointing authority that the employee is under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs and the employee has not refused to submit to the screening test, 
the appointing authority shall provide transportation for the employee to the location of the test. 
2. After the employee submits to the screening test, the appointing authority , based on which 

of the following is most appropriate, shall [provide] : 
(a) Provide transportation for the employee to his or her home [.] ; 
(b) Assist the employee in arranging for a person chosen by the employee to provide 

transportation for the employee; or 
(c) Arrange for emergency medical assistance if the appointing authority or any other person, 

before or during the transportation of the employee to his or her home, reasonably believes, based 
on objective facts, that the employee needs emergency medical assistance. 
(Added to NAC by Dep’t of Personnel, eff. 12-26-91) 
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Personnel Commission Meeting 
September 7, 2018 

FOR DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 

The following regulations have been proposed for permanent adoption.  A brief explanation 
precedes each section and summarizes the intent of the regulation change. NOTE:  Language in 
italics is new, and language in brackets [omitted material] is to be omitted. 

The following summarizes the recommended action of the Personnel Commission and identifies 
if there has been support or opposition to the proposed action. 

LCB File No. R063-18 
The Division of Human Resource Management recommends the regulation amendments contained 
in LCB File No. R063-18. 

A new regulation is proposed that will set forth the circumstances under which an employment 
applicant or employee is deemed to have refused to submit to a requested or required screening 
test for alcohol or drugs.  Also included in this new regulation are the consequences for certain 
applicants who are deemed to have refused to submit to such a screening test.  Definitions of terms 
utilized in the regulation are also included in this new regulation. 

The amendment proposed to NAC 284.578 is a housekeeping change to bring the regulation related 
to leave without pay into alignment with the sick leave, annual leave, and compensatory time 
regulations, which are the other leave regulations that require such leave for an employee who is 
a victim of an act which constitutes domestic violence or whose family or household member is a 
victim of an act which constitutes domestic violence, and the employee is not the alleged 
perpetrator. 

There was general discussion related to alcohol and drug testing during the March 7, 2018 
Regulation Workshop, and there were no comments in opposition of the regulations.   
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LCB File No. R063-18 

Section 1. Chapter 284 of NAC is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read 
as follows: 

Explanation of Proposed Change: This amendment, proposed by the Division of Human 
Resource Management, outlines when an employment candidate or employee has refused to submit 
to a screening test. 

Subsection 1 outlines what situations would constitute an employment candidate or an employee 
having refused to submit to an alcohol or drug screening test.  Subsection 2 outlines consequences 
of a candidate’s refusal to submit to a screening test, and subsection 3 defines terminology used in 
this new section.   

NRS 284.4063 outlines that an employee who fails or refuses to submit to a screening test is subject 
to disciplinary action, and therefore that statute would be utilized as the basis related to 
consequences for an employee who refuses to submit to a screening test. 

NEW Refusal to submit to a screening test: Reasons an applicant or employee shall be deemed 
to have refused a test; potential consequences of a refusal to submit to a screening test by an 
applicant. 
1. For the purposes of NRS 284.4063, 284.4065 and 284.4066, an applicant or employee is 

deemed to have refused to submit to a screening test requested pursuant to NRS 284.4065 or 
required pursuant to NRS 284.4066 when the applicant or employee: 
(a) Provides oral or written notice to the appointing authority that he or she refuses to take 

the requested or required screening test; 
(b) Absent any extenuating circumstances, fails to appear at the collection site for a screening 

test within a reasonable time after being requested or required to do so; 
(c) Absent any extenuating circumstances, fails to remain at the collection site until the 

collection process is complete; 
(d) Fails to provide a sufficient amount of specimen when requested or required to do so 

pursuant to the standards adopted by reference in NAC 284.882 and fails to undergo a medical 
evaluation to determine whether there is a legitimate medical explanation for the insufficient 
amount of specimen; 
(e) Fails to provide a sufficient amount of specimen when requested or required to do so 

pursuant to the standards adopted by reference in NAC 284.882, and it has been determined, 
through a required medical evaluation, that there was no legitimate medical explanation for the 
insufficient amount of specimen; 
(f) Fails to cooperate with any part of the process related to the screening test, including, 

without limitation, refusing to sign any required forms; 
(g) Brings materials or devices to the collection site for the purpose of adulterating, 

substituting or diluting the specimen; 
(h) Attempts to adulterate, substitute or dilute the specimen; or 
(i) Admits to the collector or Medical Review Officer that he or she adulterated or substituted 

the specimen. 
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2. The appointing authority shall rescind any offer of employment that is contingent upon 
successful passage of a screening test made to an applicant who is deemed, pursuant to 
subsection 1, to have refused to submit to a screening test required by NRS 284.4066.  
3. As used in this section: 
(a) “Collection site” means a location where specimens are collected. 
(b) “Collector” means a person trained to instruct and assist an applicant or employee in 

providing a specimen. 
(c) “Medical Review Officer” means a licensed physician who has entered into a contract 

with the State of Nevada or with a vendor that has entered into a contract with the State of Nevada 
to review, verify and report the results of screening tests. 
(d) “Specimen” means breath or fluid collected from an applicant or employee for the 

purpose of conducting a screening test. 

Sec. 2.  NAC 284.578 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

Explanation of Proposed Change: This amendment, proposed by the Division of Human 
Resource Management, is a housekeeping change to make the regulation consistent with similar 
provisions governing the approval or denial of sick leave and compensatory time for an employee 
who is the victim of an act which constitutes domestic violence or whose family or household 
member is a victim of an act which constitutes domestic violence, and the employee is not the 
alleged perpetrator. 

NAC 284.578  Leave of absence without pay.  (NRS 284.065, 284.155, 284.345, 284.360, 
608.0198) 
1. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 284.360, an appointing authority may grant a leave of 

absence without pay to an employee for not more than 1 year for any satisfactory reason. 
2. The Commission may grant leaves of absence without pay in excess of 1 year for purposes 

deemed beneficial to the public service. 
3. An appointing authority may require an employee on leave of absence without pay to submit 

every 2 weeks a statement of his or her intent to return to work. 
4. If the reason for granting the leave no longer exists, the appointing authority may revoke the 

leave after notifying the employee in writing and allowing, so far as is practicable, not less than 5 
working days after the date of notification for the employee to return to work. 
5. An employee shall request leave without pay at least 30 days in advance of when the need 

for the leave is foreseeable, if practicable. 
6. An employee may not use leave without pay in lieu of sick leave or annual leave without 

approval of the appointing authority. 
7. An employee who is using leave pursuant to the Family and Medical Leave Act may not use 

leave without pay until the employee has exhausted all the accrued sick leave, accrued annual leave, 
accrued compensatory time and catastrophic leave that the employee is eligible to use based on the 
nature of the absence, as required by NAC 284.5811. 
8. An appointing authority shall grant leave without pay, upon request, to an employee who is 

a victim of an act which constitutes domestic violence or whose family or household member is a 
victim of an act which constitutes domestic violence, and the employee is not the alleged perpetrator 
, if: 
(a) The employee has been employed in public service for at least 90 days; and 
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(b) The combination of all leave taken by the employee for this purpose [, including, without 
limitation, sick leave, annual leave, compensatory time and leave without pay,] does not exceed 
160 hours in the 12-month period immediately following the date on which the act which constitutes 
domestic violence occurred. 

[Personnel Div., Rule VII § E subsecs. 1-4, eff. 8-11-73]—(NAC A by Dep’t of Personnel, 
10-26-84;  3-23-94;  10-27-97;  A  by  Personnel Comm’n  by  R145-05,  12-29-2005; R060-09, 
11-25-2009; R037-17, 10-31-2017, eff. 1-1-2018) 
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Personnel Commission Meeting 
September 7, 2018 

FOR DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION 

The Division of Human Resource Management has conducted a maintenance review of class 

specifications in the Occupational Group(s) listed below. It is recommended that the following 

classes be revised effective: 

September 7, 2018. 

CURRENT PROPOSED 

CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 

9.490 Sign Fabricator 27 G 9.490 Sign Fabricator 27 G 

EXPLANATION OF CHANGE 

As part of the biennial Class Specification Maintenance Review process, the Division of Human 

Resource Management has conducted a review of the Sign Fabricator.  

In consultation with Subject Matter Experts from the Nevada Department of Transportation and 

recruitment experts from Human Resource Management, it was determined that minor revisions 

be made to the series concept to better reflect common duties that may be performed by Sign 

Fabricators.  

Additionally, changes were made to the Education and Experience section of the Minimum 

Qualifications, to include an associate degree, as well as, to maintain consistency with formatting 

and structure.  

Throughout the course of the study, management and agency staff participated by offering 

recommendations and reviewing changes as the process progressed, and they support this 

recommendation. 

Note: Changes to the class specifications are noted as follows: additions in blue and 

deletions in red. 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
Department of Administration 

Division of Human Resource Management 

CLASS SPECIFICATION 

TITLE GRADE EEO-4 CODE 

SIGN FABRICATOR 27 G 9.490 

SERIES CONCEPT 

Under general supervision of the Sign Production Supervisor, fabricate sign blanks from aluminum sheet[ing]s 
to be used in the manufacture of signs for the Department of Transportation on a statewide basis; cover sign 
blanks with reflective and/or non-reflective sheeting; and maintain records of materials. 

Produce sign blanks of appropriate sizes and shapes to be used in the production of highway signs by reviewing 
work orders and ensuring dimensions conform to federal and State standards for highway signs. 

Plan and lay out projects; cut aluminum sheet[ing]s to desired size using metal shear machine[ry]s; cut corners 
with a cornering machine; smooth edges of the metal using a file and deburring tools; engrave date on the sign 
blank; mark mounting holes; and punch holes using hole punching machine[ry]. 

Apply [Use sheeting with a] pressure sensitive sheeting to aluminum blanks with [backing by applying] an 
electric or hand crank squeeze roll applicator; set up machine with proper tension and speed; overlay 
aluminum blanks with pressure sensitive [laminate sign] sheeting and put signs through the applicator; 
separate and trim excess material [signs]. 

Ensure adequate stock is available by maintaining records of the number and type of sign blanks and aluminum 
sheets that are in stock; maintain records of other materials used in sign production including aluminum 
sheet[ing]s, blanks, reflective sheeting, and sign hardware; complete stock requisitions for additional supplies; 
and advise shop supervisor when the stock of completed signs needs to be replenished. 

Maintain work area and equipment to ensure it is in clean and safe working order [condition]; perform routine 
repairs and maintenance on sign shop equipment. 

Perform related duties as assigned. 

****************************************************************************************** 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Associate’s degree in machine tool, metal fabrication, or metal milling; 
OR [G]graduation from high school or equivalent education and one year of experience in sheet metal 
fabrication, sign production, or a related field which included layout work and operating metal shear machinery 
and cornering machines; OR an equivalent combination of education and experience as described above. 

ENTRY LEVEL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (required at time of application): 
Working knowledge of: methods, materials, tools and equipment used in sign fabrication. General 
knowledge of: types and characteristics of various metals. Ability to: prepare inventory reports and stock 
requisitions; read and understand work orders, manuals regarding highway signs and uniform traffic control 
devices, and manuals regarding the repair and maintenance of equipment; take measurements and make 
mathematical calculations necessary to lay out projects. Skill in: safely operating, maintaining, and repairing 
equipment used in the fabrication of sign blanks. 
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SIGN FABRICATOR 27 G 9.490 
Page 2 of 2 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS (cont’d) 

FULL PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES (typically acquired on the job): 
Working knowledge of: federal and State requirements regarding uniform traffic control devices and standard 
highway signs; agency and division rules, policies, and procedures regarding sign production, shop operations 
and safety. General knowledge of: sign writing and silk screening methods and procedures.  

This class specification is used for classification, recruitment and examination purposes. It is not to be 
considered a substitute for work performance standards for positions assigned to this class.  

9.490 

ESTABLISHED: 1/1/61 
REVISED: 6/1/63 
REVISED: 7/1/91P 

11/29/90PC 
REVISED: 3/19/04PC 
REVISED: 9/07/18PC 
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Personnel Commission Meeting 
September 7, 2018 

REPORT OF CLASSIFICATION CHANGES NOT REQUIRING PERSONNEL 
COMMISSION APPROVAL 

Attached is a report of changes made to the classification plan pursuant to NRS 284.160, sections 
4 through 6 which reads as follows: 

“4. The classification plan and changes therein are subject to approval by the Commission, 
except that the Administrator may make a change in the classification plan without the prior 
approval of the Commission if: 
(a) The Administrator deems it necessary for the efficiency of the public service; 
(b) The change is not proposed in conjunction with an occupational study; and 
(c) The Administrator, at least 20 working days before acting upon the proposed change: 
(1) Provides written notice of the proposal to each member of the Commission, to all 

departments and to any head of an employees' organization who requests notice of such 
proposals; and 

(2) Posts a written notice of the proposal in each of the principal offices of the Division. 
Any occupational study conducted by the Division in connection with the preparation, 

maintenance or revision of the classification plan must be approved by the Commission. 
5. If no written objection to the proposed change to the classification plan is received by the 

Administrator before the date it is scheduled to be acted upon, the Administrator may effect the 
change.  The Administrator shall report to the Commission any change in the classification plan 
made without its approval at the Commission's next succeeding regular meeting. 
6. If a written objection is received before the date the proposed change is scheduled to be 

acted upon, the Administrator shall place the matter on the agenda of the Commission for 
consideration at its next succeeding regular meeting.” 

The conditions set forth in these statutes have been met.  A copy of the justifications and revised 
class specifications are on file in the office of the Administrator of the Division of Human 
Resource Management. 

The following changes have been effected: 
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REPORT OF CLASSIFICATION CHANGES 

POSTING#:  20-18 

Effective:  06/18/18 

CURRENT APPROVED 

CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 

7.758 
Energy Programs 

Manager 
41 B 7.758 

Energy Programs 

Manager 
41 B 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

The Governor’s Office of Energy and the Recruitment Unit of the Division of Human Resource 
Management requested a review of the Minimum Qualifications for the Energy Programs 

Manager class specification. 

In consultation with Subject Matter Experts (SME) from the Governor’s Office of Energy and 

Analysts within the Division of Human Resource Management, it is recommended that the 

Education and Experience section of the Minimum Qualifications be amended to clarify 

experience required and to allow for internal State equivalencies. It is also recommended that 

minor revisions be made to the series concept and the Entry Level Knowledge, Skills and 

Abilities to account for the recommended amendments. 

These changes will allow for greater flexibility in the recruitment process and a more robust pool 

of applicants, both externally and internally. 

Throughout the review, management staff within the Department and analysts within DHRM 

participated by offering recommendations and reviewing changes as the process progressed and 

they support the recommended changes. 
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POSTING#:  21-18 

Effective:  06/22/18 

CURRENT APPROVED 

CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 

12.455 Rehabilitation Manager II 39 A 12.455 Rehabilitation Manager II 39 A 

12.409 Rehabilitation Manager I 38 A 12.409 Rehabilitation Manager I 38 A 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

At the request of the Nevada Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation (DETR), 

the Division of Human Resource Management (DHRM) has conducted a review of the 

Rehabilitation Manager series. Personnel Analysts within the Division of Human Resource 

Management worked with subject matter experts from DETR and, as a result of this review, it is 

recommended that changes to the class concepts and minimum qualifications of both levels in 

the series be revised.  

The proposed changes are intended to accomplish the following: broaden the scope of 

individuals who may apply and qualify at both levels in the series, producing a more robust 

hiring pool of applicants; afford the Rehabilitation Division more flexibility in being able to hire 

at both levels in both the Bureau of Disability Adjudication and the Bureau of Vocational 

Rehabilitation; create a more identifiable career pathway in order to better motivate and retain 

staff; and, lastly, to reflect changes in federal law (the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity 

Act which contains amendments to the Rehabilitation Act) with the removal from the minimum 

requirements for the Rehabilitation Manager II of “proof of eligibility to sit for the Rehabilitation 

Counselor Certification exam.” 

It is recommended, therefore, that the class concepts for both levels of Rehabilitation Managers 

be revised to remove Bureau-specific language and emphasize the need for supervisory skills. It 

is also recommended that the minimum qualifications at both levels be amended to change 

education and experience requirements. The education requirements have been expanded to 

include a wider array of degrees/areas of study in order to equally prepare individuals for either 

level. Knowledge, Skills and Abilities at both levels have been revised to reflect less program 

and more management experience. The requirement of “proof of eligibility to sit for the 

Rehabilitation Counselor Certification exam from the Commission on Rehabilitation Counselor 

Certification” was also removed from the Rehabilitation Manager II level. These changes will 
afford the Division greater flexibility in its recruitment efforts and a greatly expanded applicant 

pool, both internally and externally.  

Lastly, it is recommended that minor revisions be made to the minimum qualifications for Full 

Performance Knowledge, Skills and Abilities at the Rehabilitation Manager I level to maintain 

consistency with verbiage and formatting structure. 

Management within DETR, as well as DHRM personnel, participated by offering 

recommendations and reviewing changes as the process progressed and they support the 

recommended changes. 
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POSTING#:  22-18 

Effective:  07/2/18 

CURRENT APPROVED 

CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 

1.405 Metrologist III 36 B 1.405 Metrologist III 36 B 

1.403 Metrologist II 34 B 1.403 Metrologist II 34 B 

1.402 Metrologist I 32 B 1.402 Metrologist I 32 B 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

The Nevada Department of Agriculture, as well as, the Recruitment Unit of the Division of 

Human Resource Management requested a review of the Minimum Qualifications for the 

Metrologist series. 

In consultation with Subject Matter Experts (SME) from the Department of Agriculture and 

Analysts within the Division of Human Resource Management (DHRM), it is recommended that 

the Special Requirements section of the Minimum Qualifications be amended to clarify the 

number and type of post-secondary credits that will be required at every level in the series. The 

Education and Experience section was also amended to reflect the above changes, as well as, 

allow for additional equivalencies. 

Minor revisions were also made to the Informational Notes and the Education & Experience 

sections of the Minimum Qualifications to account for changes in verbiage and to maintain 

consistency with formatting and structure. 

These changes will allow for greater flexibility in the recruitment process and a more robust pool 

of applicants, both externally and internally. 

Throughout the review, management staff within the Department and analysts within DHRM 

participated by offering recommendations and reviewing changes as the process progressed and 

they support the recommended changes. 
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POSTING#:  23-18 

Effective:  07/2/18 

CURRENT APPROVED 

CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 CODE TITLE GRADE EEO-4 

12.501 Warden 46* A 12.501 Warden 46* A 

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION 

The Nevada Department of Corrections requested a review of the Minimum Qualifications for 

the Warden class specification. 

In consultation with Subject Matter Experts (SME) from the Department of Corrections and 

Analysts within the Division of Human Resource Management (DHRM), it is recommended that 

the Education & Experience section of the Minimum Qualifications be amended to clarify the 

management experience required to be eligible for employment in this class, as well as, 

acceptable equivalent experience. An Informational Note was added to indicate that education 

above a Bachelor’s degree would not substitute for the required experience. 

Minor revisions were also made to the Education & Experience; Entry Level Knowledge, Skills 

and Abilities; and Full Performance Knowledge, Skills and Abilities of the Minimum 

Qualifications to account for changes in verbiage and to maintain consistency with formatting 

and structure. 

These changes will allow for greater flexibility in the recruitment process and a more robust pool 

of applicants, both externally and internally. It will also clarify to the incumbents the specific 

education and experience required to be eligible for employment in this class. 

Throughout the review, management staff within the Department and analysts within DHRM 

participated by offering recommendations and reviewing changes as the process progressed and 

they support the recommended changes. 
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Personnel Commission Meeting 
September 7, 2018 

UPDATE REGARDING THE ELIMINATION OF WRITTEN EXAMS 

At the June 23, 2017, Personnel Commission meeting, information was presented to the 
Commission regarding the Division of Human Resource Management taking steps to eliminate the 
written exam as a testing mechanism prior to creating eligible lists to fill state vacancies. 

At that time, Commissioner Fox requested that the Division provide an update on how the 
elimination of the exams may have improved, or not improved, the quality of applicants being put 
on eligible lists. Agenda Item IX is information on data collected for the last three years of the 
turnaround time in creating eligible lists. The data supports that in the last year recruitments were 
open for fewer days and eligible lists were issued within shorter period of times.  

Also provided is data on the difference in the number of employees being dismissed in the first 
year of the probationary period for the last three years; there was no apparent significant change 
in these numbers for the last year. 
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Certified Lists Average Turnaround Time 

Delegated and Non-Delegated 
Classes 

Non-Delated Classes 

June 1, 2017 to June 1, 2018 
(No written exams) 

Total Recruitments:  608 
Total Duration:  12069 days 
Average Turnover:  19.85 days 

Total Recruitments:  510 
Total Duration: 9489 days 
Average Turnover:  18.61 days 

June 1, 2016 to June 1, 2017 
Total Recruitments:  760 
Total Duration:  19809 days 
Average Turnover:  26.06 days 

Total Recruitments:  585 
Total Duration:  14002 days 
Average Turnover:  23.94 days 

June 1, 2015 to June 1, 2016 
Total Recruitments:  925 
Total Duration:  29204 days 
Average Turnover:  31.57 Days 

Total Recruitments:  666 
Total Duration:  18425 days 
Average Turnover:  27.67 days 

Number of Employees Rejected During Trial Period Revert 
and 

Dismissed During Probation 

Reject Trial Period Revert Dismissed During Probation 

June 1, 2017 to June 1, 2018 
(No written exams) 20 281 

June 1, 2016 to June 1, 2017 
28 306 

June 1, 2015 to June 1, 2016 
26 255 
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